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Music & Brands conférence secures headline sponsor 
research and , Mcensing | network J Ricall has D al Ètl ^ been signed up as headlim sponsor for Music Week's first Music & Brands conférence this 

industry research organisation Entertainment Media Research has also signed up as a sponsor for the event The full schedule of Music & 

Talbot says, "The response to our launch of Music & Brands has been overwhelming. Despite the fact that we have not yet eiled any speaker names, we Brands is currently being finalised, have been inundated with with the first speaker names set o be announced in a week's timi lut the day's proceedings will 
requests for more information, so it is fantastic to have Ricall on board as our headline sponsor. As the providers of a state-of-the- 
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Music Week to help bring focus to the exciting opportunities available to both copyright owners and brands in this rapidly growing area. Music is proving to be the most powerful langauge with which brands can connect with tlieir audiences, at a personal and 
Put together by Music Week, 

for both parties. It will also provide music rights holders with opportunities to showcase their acts to the audience of brand représentatives. The event is being supported by the Branded Content Marketing Association (BCMA), as well as the Chartered Institute of Marketing (CIM) - attendance at the event will count towards 
rs for 
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A string of big-selling albums brought cheer to retailers last month, as singles sales soared 

Aprfl showere stores with big abums 

by Ben Cardew A strong set of new releases and the renewed credibility of the sin- gles chart helped the record indus- try secure robust sales in April, accordingto retailers. Sales of artist albums were up 24.2% for the month, with 8.709,702 units sold, compared to 7,010,882 in April 2005. Although this fipre does benefit from the inclusion of download data, which was introduced to the albums chart at the start of April 2006, retailers say that sales of physical product remain strong. "It is really encouraging to see lifts like these," says HMV com- mercial manager for music Rudy Osorio. "It's indicative of what has been a great start to the year in terms of strong new releases. "April has been much stronger in 2006, with Pink, Morrissey, The Flaming Lips, The Streets, The Zutons, Shayne Ward, Bruce Springsteen and, of course, Gnarls 

Barkley. Comparatively, last April was a little more low-key, with Natalie Imbruglia, Mariah Carey and Garbage being some of the only new releases of note." The singles market also per- formed well in April, a month that marked the first anniversary of the inclusion of download data to the main chart. Downloads were introduced to the chart in the week starting April U, 2005, and in the next three weeks 2,283,489 singles were sold. In the corresponding three-week period in 2006, retail- 

ers registered sales of 3,699,936 singles, an increase of 62.0%. Richard White, owner of ChaUc/s in Banbury, says that sales of singles have benefited from a strong set of new releases, as well as the renewed credibility that incorporating downloads has brought to the chart. "Download- ing has given the chart more sta- bility," he says. "I am ordering 
months ago because things are hanging in the charts longer." The release of volume 63 of the 

e of its strongest monthly sales of the year relative to 2005, with 1,830,064 units sold in April. This was down on April 2005, but by the relative- ly small margin of 2.07%, com- pared to a drop of 32.2% year-on- year in March 2006, 6.46% in February and 15.1% in January. However, Osorio says that this figure conceals an underlying malaise in the compilations mar- ket. "The comps market is still 

looking for a solution, but much of the fall in March I would attribute to the phasing of Now! albums, with Now! 60 out in the third week of March 2005 whereas Now! 63 dropped in mid-April this year," he says. Meanwhile, HMV managing 
fident that profits at the retailer will meet expectations, despite sales continuing to fall. HMV revealed last week that sales at its UK. and Ireland stores had fallen 11.4% in the 16 weeks to April 29, with total group sales down 5.8%. However, the company said that it was confident that profits for the year would be in the middle of analysts' expectations of £93m to£103m. "By our own high standards, we have had a tough time," says Knott. "We are working on new things in the business, which will improve it These things take time. We have just started a new financial year and we have a lot of optimîsm that we will see improvement" ben@musjcwee!<-com 
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From their Sixties roots as an R&B covers band to their record-breaking Seventies stadium show 

Rock icons thaï wil 

There may have been bands as dynamic, turbu- lent, schizophrénie or downright bizarre as The Who, but not many. The 'Orrible 'Oo. On the one hand, easily the most macho of their Sixties peers - exhibitionists with a lunatic streak who gave brutal, wantonly destructive and, quite literally at times, explosive live performances. At the same time, driven by Pete Townshend's fantastical songwriting, they were equally capable of grâce and finesse - cre- ators of some of the most ambitious and artisti- cally complex records the past five décades. Lis- ten again to the squall of noise at the heart of Anyway Anyhow Anywhere, the anthemic rifi1 
that opens Pinball Wizard, or Roger Daltrey's howl that underpins Won't Get Fooled Again. The Who tumed violence, feedback and aggres- sion into an art fomi, but they also invented the rock opéra. Talk about yin and yang. Although the "Maximum R&B" tag endures, following their career trajectory is a baffling and often paradoxical process. Tearing free of their West London roots in 1965 with that séminal string of 45s from I Can't Explain to My Généra- tion, Townshend would soon be tackling such subjects as identity crisis (Substitute), masturba- tion (Pictures Of Lily) and cross-dressing (Tm A Boy) before the band's collective talents were stretched over Tommy, Who's Next and Quadrophenia. That body of work would take less than a decade to complété. But they were no parochial force. After 1967 and Monterey, the WTio were bona fide Transat- lantic superstars. A happy knack for appearing at - and leaving their boot stamp on - seemingly every major live event of the Sixties helped. How- ever, their personal ideals held little truck with the Age Of Aquarius. When political activist Abbie Hofiman attempted to hijack the micro- phone at Woodstoek, Townshend dispatched him back to the audience with a whack of his Gib- son SG. "The most political thing I ever did," he later quipped. To ail intents and purposes, The Who were and are unclassifiable; the ultimate mod band for some, the définitive Seventies stadium rockers to others. 

Unclassifiable, but most definitely classic. When discussing bands of this stature, most have one or two trademark éléments that set them aparl - the singer's voice, perhaps, or the lead guitarist. The Who had four: Keith Moon's thun- derous drumming, John Entwistle's gymnastic bass runs, Daltrey's iconic rock vocal and Town- shend's songwriting and sbc-string genius. "It was a band of four frontmen," says Matt Kent, who witnessed his first Who show in 1971, co-founded the fanclub Naked Eye, co-wrote the anthology Anyway Anyhow Anywhere, and is now Pete Townshend's officiai webmaster. "They ail wanted to be at the middle and front of the stage - even John, he didn't move, but he was like a lead guitarist on the bass... It was four horrible blokes from London. And they were horrible! But together they were brilliant. The unit was always greater than tire individuals." In isolation, these elements would have been distinctive enough. Together, they were electrify- ing. And they still are; for this is a band that, despite splitting in 1983, never really went away. Permanently on the verge of collapse, even at the best of times, many thought Moon's untiraely death, in 1978, would prove fatal for the band. It wasn't. Despite an officiai break five years later, the band retumed with a number of forays into the live arena - initially in 1985 at Live Aid, where they played a four-song set at Wembley, and then in 1989 and 1996 where they amazed fans by reprising Tommy and Quadrophenia in their entirety on two world tours. Further appearances came in 2000 (including the first of the, now annual, Royal Albert Hall benefit con- certs for the Teenage Cancer Thist) and 2002, although the latter's US leg was played without John Entwistle. "The Ox" died on June 27, 2002, as the band prepared for shows in Las Vegas, but the nucleus of Daltrey and Townshend have carried the Who name forward. Last year, of course, came Live 8 and, following their two-song set, few could doubt that a spécial cheraistry still burned between two of the founding members. But playing the classics is one thing, writing and recording new material is quite another. 

The history of The Who 
1962 
Daltrey rccruits Entwistle as bassisl for The Détours, formed the préviens year. Townshend enîists as additional guitarist, with the five-piece line-up completed by Doug Sandom (drums) and Colin Dawson (vocals). 

Townshend picks up his trade- mark 'windmiU" guitar action while watching iveith Richards limber up. —" 

1963 Daltrey takes over lead vocals. Now playing H&B exclusively, tire band support Tire Rolling Stones in December where, allegedly, 

1964 At the suggestion of Townshend's friend Richard Barnes, The Détours become The Who. The band signs a management con- tract with German-Jewish door- knob manufacturer Helmut Gor- den, while Sandom vacates the drum stool and is replaced by the 17-year-old Keith Moon. Gorden 

employs 19-year-old publicist Pete Meaden, who nudges the band towards mod fashions and sug- gests another name change. Sub- sequently, The Who become The High Numbers. By July, Gorden is ousted by Kit Lambert and Chris Stamp. On the back of their destructive live per- formances (smashing equipment becomes part of their act after Townshend accidentally pokes his guitar through the roof of the Rail- way Tavern in Wealdstone) The High Numbers release Zool Suit/l'mThe Face for Fontana. 

Reverting back to The Who. the band record I Can't Explain with producer Shel Talmy before beginning a Hiesday night resi- dency al The Marquée under the legend "Maximum R&B". Lambert and Stamp sign a one-off deal with TUmy, resulting in The Who sign- mg to Decca in the US and Brunswick in the UK via a one- year production contract ( four-year option) to Talm^s < pany, Orbit Music. 
1965 
I Can't Explain reaches number 
etght tn the UKchart. while Lam- bert and Townshend pronmte The 

an overriding factor in both sound and image. Townshend présents a controversial persona in inter- views ("We smash our instru- ments, tear our clothes and wreck everything...If I stood on stage worrying about the price of a gui- tar, then Tm not really playing music") as follow-up single Any- way, Anyhow, Anywhere reaches the Top 10. This combustible image péné- trâtes inter-band relations and Daltrey is temporarily fired in Sep- tember, only to be reinstated when My Génération reaches number two in the UKchart. Their début album is releascd in December, but, despite reaching number five, is immediately dis- 
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to their show-stealing spot at Live 8, The Who have become a rock institution. ByAdam Webb 

Il never fade away 

Townshend writes songs that affect you as an individual, butthen make you 
réalisé that youVe going through the santé shit as everyone eise 

After ail, the band's last officiai studio album, It's Hard, came out in 1982. Rumours that a new Who album was on the way have circulated for a couple of years now (the tracks Real Good Looking Boy and Old Red Wine were included on 2004's Singles Box collec- tion), but despite Townshend's prodigious output as a solo artist (by his own estimation, he wrote 1,400 songs in the deeade up to 1996) the filter- ing process as to which of these might be suitable for The Who was painstaking in the extreme. A diary entry posted on Townshend's officiai website on August 23,2005 gave some indication 
"Of every 10 arty-farty 'egg songs I write, I select just one as being right for fertilisation by Roger, Of every 10 of those I demo at home, about half land. Of every 10 that land and I play to Roger he tends to fertilise just six. Of every 10 we record, four sadly die at birth. "What this means is that I need to produce about 50-plus 'eggs' to get one finished track for The Who. To get 15 songs ready to release I need to have written 750 songs or 'pièces' of some kind. Free eggs they may be, but the sex to fertilise them can be expensive. This is why the first filter- ing step is vital; me deciding what Roger might actually be able to sing." Some interpreted this as saying that the album might be a further five years off. However, on Christmas Eve, Townshend confirmed that new Who material would see the light of day in 2006. "I certainly dont give a flying fuck whether anything I write is a hit, or will get played on my beloved rock radio, or sell a million - or might not fit because it sounds like a Broadway tune, or as though IVe 'stolen' Tom Waits' voice (exactly how does one steal a voice that was already on loan from someone as esteemed as Louis Arm- strong or Earl Hines? God knows how Tom feels about the idea IVe stolen Iris voice.) "What X care about is that Roger Daltrey feels comfortable with the songs I write so he can sing a few of them on stage - while I lunge around looking gorgeous and playing show-off guitar like a kid in a music shop. After 45 years of this crap, t'vejust started to enjoy it" 

missed by Townshend, frustrated by Talmy's overbearing influence in the studio. 
1966 Attempting to break f Talmy's production contract, the band's next single, Substitute, is issued on Reaction, a subsidiary of Polydor. A légal battle ensues, reaching a seulement in July, whereby Talmy will receive a 5% royalty on The Who's recordings for the next five years. Singles l'm A Boy and Happy Jack reach numbers two and three respectively, while tire 10-minute title track of the band's second album, A Quick One, marks Town- 

1967 
Facing financial meltdown after the events of 1966, Lambert and Stamp form Ttack Records, releas- ing the single Pictures Of Lily in April. This reaches number four in the UK and number 51 in the US. After making their Stateside début in March, The Who play the Mon- terey International Pop Festival in June alongside the Jimi Hendrix Expérience. Townshend is introduced to the spiritual teachings of Meher Baba, an overriding influence on his future songwriting. The band's 

third album and ode to pirate radio, The Who Sell Out, is released and I Can See For Miles breaks the Tbp 10 on both sides of the Atlantic. 
1968 A disastrous tour of Australasia with the Small Faces is followed by almost continuons touring, mostly concentrated in the US. Now one of the biggest concert draws in the world, Rolling Stone name The Who as group of the year. Itching to break free from the constraints of rock'n'roll, Town- shend announces plans to record a concept album about a deaf, dumb andblind boy. The band's recorded 

output is undenvhelming by com- parison - the singles Dogs and Magic Bus both reach number 25, while stop-gap (and non-live) US album Magic Bus; The Who On Tour is described by the guitarist as "a culmination of ail the most terrible things American record companies ever get up to". 
1969 With the release of Tommy and an appearance at Woodstock - right time, right place again - the events of 1969 will propel The Who to superstardom. Preceded by the single Pinball Wizard (a Tbp Five hit in the UK, and Top 20 in the US) the world's first rock opéra 

will shatter perceptions of the band as a singles group. Despite taking the stage at 4am and Townshend's less-than-ecstat- ic opinion ("1 dont want to spend the rest of my life in fucking mud, smoking fucking marijuana") The Who's Woodstock performance will become a defining moment of the decade, captured by film direc- tor Michael Wadleigh for his epic three-hour movie. Returning to perfonn a gig in Shrewsbury, the band will go on to play the second Isle Of Wight festival, a six-night residency at tire Fillmore East and the Coliseum Theatre, home ofthe English National Opéra. Their sets now clock in at an epic two-and-a- quarterhours. 
20:05.06 MUSICWEEK 9 
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So now finally, after 24 years, a new Who album is nearly upon us. As yet untitled and due for a September release on Polydor, it will be pre- ceded by a mini-opera, initially called The Glass Household, but now going under the title Wire & Glass. Based on Townshend's novella The Boy Who Heard Mmic, an abridged 11-minute ver- sion of Wire & Glass is planned for release this summer. The fiill 23-mmute opéra will form the centrepiece of the album. Tve heard the entire mini-opera. IVe lived with that for a long time, and it's musically bril- liant," says David Joseph, président of Universal Music Opérations and co-president of Polydor. 'What's great is that theyve taken bold steps in 

tenus not taking a conventional single release. "We're dealing with five or six songs that you can listen to as a complété cohesive piece of music over the course of 11 minutes. Tm sure that eventually those pièces will be split up by fans, but essentially you're listening to one body of work and it's really exciting and it's really bold." It certainly sounds an ambitions comeback - the vety idea of a rock opéra in 2006 might seem a brave move, even a foolhardy one. "It's chal- lenging," says Trinifold's Robert Rosenberg, "but The Who have always been challenging. From that point of view it's what the band have always been about." Townshend himself bas always blazed an idio- 

They've become 
one of the all-time legendary rock bands Domj Morris, Universal Music 

The history of The Who 
1970 An antidote to Tommy's extrava- gance, the "bootlcg-style" Live At Ixîeds album showcascs the sheer ferocity of a Who concert. It reach- es number three in the UK and number four in the US. Anothcr ycar of reientless touring includes appearances at New Yorks Metropolitan Opéra House, the third Isie Of Wight Festival and London's Roundhouse, where Tommy will be performed in its entirety for the lasl time (until it is reprised in 1989). 

1971 Townshend begins work on his Xifehouse project, with a sériés of spontaneous open-floor perform- ances at the Young Vie Theatre. With lire resl of the group strug- gling to grasp the Matrix-Iike con- cept and Kit Lambert attempting to negotiate a movie of Tommy, the project implodes - however tracks such as Baba O'Riley and Won't Get Fooled Again form the back- bone for The Who's fifth studio album, Who's Next. It is the band's firsl and only UK number one. 

In non-group activities. Keith Moon shoots a cameo in the Frank Zappa movie 200 Motels and John Entwistle is the first group mem- ber to release a solo album, Smash Your Head Against The Wall. 

Townshend makes a pilgrimage to the tomb of Meher Baba and releases his first solo album, Who Came First. The saga of Tommy continues with the release of Lou Reizner's orchestral version and an ail-star theatrical performance al 

the Rainbow Theatre whose cast includes Peter Sellers, Ringo Starr, Richard Harris, Rod Stewart Sandy Denny and Richie Havens ' Non-album singles Join Together and Relay reach num- bers nine and 21 respectively in the UK chart, while the band appear before 400,000 Parisiens in Sen- 
temberat Fête de L'Hun 
btT A year of upheaval sees Bill Cur- bishley and Peter Rudge replaee 

sîxsr Hnmport Studios. Roger Daltrey 

svncratic path. Lest we forget, it was in the after- math of Sgt Pepper, when most ol The Who's con- temporaries were going back to basics (Bcggars Banquet, The White Album Nashvrlle Skyline. Led Zeppelin) that he unleashed his epic taie of a deaf dumb and blind boy called Tommy, And, unlike the Beatles with Sgt Pepper, he reproduced it live. Following that groundbreaking release, the group's ferocious hotel-trashing réputation was consistently belied by the sharp intellectual content of their albums. Prédominant here were the spiritual teachings of Indian avatar Meher Baba, which Townshend discovered in the aftermath of Monterey. These would provide a major influence on Tommy and, encouraged by co-manager Kit Lambert, increas- ingly esoteric concepts crept into his songwriting - most obviously on 1971's Who's Next, for which material was culled from abandoned sessions for Lifehouse, and 1973's Quadrophenia, At the time, taking The Who's audience on such flights of fancy must have represented a huge risk, both financially and artistically. But this has always been Townshend's modus operandi; dis- tilling fantastically complex ideas into easily digestible rock songs that connect on a gut level. "When I first heard Quadrophenia, I thought it was about me," says Matt Kent, "but you speak to thousands of other fans and they'll say exactly the sarae thing. But that's the thing about them. Townshend writes songs that affect you as an individual, but then make you realise that you're going through the same shit as everyone else." "We ail use the word 'unique' far too much, because, by it's very définition, the word 'unique' means that there's only one," agréés Paul Curran who, as chairman of BMG Music Publishing, will publish the new material. "But Pete's one of the very few people you can describe as unique - along with Bob Dylan or John Lennon or Paul McCartney. I think Pete Townshend's in that category. "Anyone who's really good at it makes it look easy. The songs don't sound complicated - they're accessible songs rather than difficult songs, but there's an awful lot of depth to their content and in their musicality. There's depth and détail, but as with ail great pop music, it's accessible and dis- tinctive. He makes it look easy." "He's just brilliant," adds Doug Morris, chair- man and CEO, Universal Music Group. "Some people are and some people aren't, and he's one of the great ones. You hear those songs every week, they're a backdrop. And to write Tommy and Quadrophenia...it's one of the great careers in music history. They've forged a path and risen above the crowd to become one of the all-time legendary rock bands." According to Daltrey, the new songs hardly shirk difficult issues, and fit into a sirailarly auda- 
releases his eponymous solo début and scores a hit with the single GivingltAllAway. Following experiments with quadraphonic sound and lengthy recording sessions, Quadrophenia reaches number two on both sides of the Atlantic, although ensuing live dates are plagued by technical difficulties. Nevertheless, the band break box-office records in the US. 
1974 
The film of Tommy finally sets oll the ground with Daltrey in «J6 
lead rôle. Directed by Ken Russe • the supporting cast includes Orn- er Reed, Jack Nicholson, E"0 
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one very long piece of 23 minutes, or one could pluck the songs ont separately. So he got quite excited about what he was doing and it ail feli 
'"'Tbvmshend has always had that crazy - not suicidai - tendencies," he laughs. But it's 'Let's walk along this tightrope and that tightrope,' it's great stuff. Ajtd I think that's what's always kept me engrossed in it and attached to it. IVe been blessed in a sense, although when I go back a few years and some of the escapades with Keith Moon, then I don't think I was blessed then." David Joseph is also keen to stress the continu- ity between Wire & Glass and Townshend's clas- sic Who matenal. A mini-opera might sound dif- ficult, he says, but a coherent ll-minute piece of music, with the potential to be broken down into individual tracks, actually gives Polydor a huge degree of flexibility. Consequently, online chan- nels will play a key part of marketing strategy, as will a strong visual eleraent "The fact that the mini-opera is structured in chunks gives us lots of ways to experiment in terms of sampling the music online," he says. "The Who have got such a rabid fanbase and we've got lots of tools to play with now and so the internet will be central to the mini-opera." And, he adds, just like Toramy or Quadrophe- nia, the music itself is accessible. "There's defi- nitely a Who radio song at the end of it. Ifyou just read about it, it could ail sound bold and new in terms of using new média - but this wouldn't work unless there was 11 minutes of cohesive great music. So, Tm excited about the internet | side of it, but we're also hoping that radio World- wide will be able to play the 11 minutes in its entirety, coupled with the fact that the band will perform the ll-minute piece as more of a televi- 

:o get The 
cious pattern. "Pete's written some very interest- ing songs," says Daltrey. "Some very interesting songs - they make you think, but they're still in that same chord framework and things that you recognise about The Who. He's written one about Stockholm Syndrome for instanci Wîdow's Eyes, about the Beslan massacre] and ifs just magie. It's so simple, but it's about this subject that's so strange to most people. "The way he puts it in a three-minute song is just genius and it's in a melody that just gets in your head. The complexity and tire simplicity - those two things are just mind-boggling. What he's actually singing about is one thing, but the simplicity of how he transposes ail those complex thoughts into this simple émotion and relatively simple melody is just brilliant. And that's the genius of a great songwriter." And for manager Bill Curbishley, although 

'dur aim with the mini-opera is Il Who back in the charts with new music ano a Townshend, by his own admission, stopped writ- contemporary sound - ail as a precursor to the ing for fans around the time of Quadrophenia, big studio record. We're just trying to think dif- 
Thcyarc 

[Black the most exciting live band l've ever seen or worked 
just mind-boggling. What ,, 

overcoming preconceptions of what a Who ferently record should sound like has been a challenge. album "By virtue of the way that he writes, it has to be a bit différent," says Curbishley. "Pete works ffom 
of just doing a single before ar EP before an album." Complementing the release will be a 23-date tour of Europe, including UK dates at Hyde Park very conceptual type of approach: that's where and Bristol City football club and festival appear- the songs ffom Who's Next came ffom, they i it T In The Park, Oxegen and Wireless, ffom Lifehouse, and Quadrophenia and Tommy before embarking on the US leg in late st are what they are, they speak themselves. Thé The band will then travel to Australia, New songs for this album came ffom a piece of writing Zealand and Japan before retuming next spring that he'd been focusing on for a long time - which - possibly via South America - for indoor dates was basically the working title of The Boy Who until May 2007. "A complété circle", says Curbish- HeardMusic. Then he felt that quite a number of ley. Remarkably, this will be the band's first these songs fitted together and he made them into a mini-opera. So I guess this nudeus of five r six songs forms the centrepiece of the album. "However, I don't think w 

world tour. In addition to road-testing some new tracks - Daltrey confirais that the band could easily play 
that - it's just a piece. You could just look, should overblow Wire & Glass, Black Widow's Eyes and another 1 just look at it as song, titled Mike Post Theme [Post scored the 

The history of The Who 
tri- 1975 butions from Eric Clapton and Tommy the Bon Wood. March The band play dates at JLon- don's Charllon Athletic Football Ground in May and New York's achievement, Madison Square Garden in June. reunitei Dismaycd with the latter, The appear Who will not perform again until - 

1977 1976 premiered in Bill Curbishley takes on the ritical recep- tle of full- Townshend is nominated band continues with its relentless • best musical touring. Despite Rolling Stone diile Daltrey hailing them as the best band of Kids ith Ken Ri "     " „ Lisztomania. The Keith Moon is hospitalised after • overdose in August. 

ing 120 decibels al band gains an officia] entry in the Guinness Book Of Records as the world's loudest pop group. 
the on sédatives. Girlifiend 

.ager while the The band buy a stake in Shepper- h its relentless ton Film Studios, while produc- starts on officiai biopic, The 
1976, this is already taking its toll - reco'rd^he affium^niwh Keith Moon is hosnitalised after a r„n„.. „ . bUm RoU8h M,x™th ack albun fellow Baba devotee Ronnie 

Octobér 1975 and Townshend number two in the US and number The drummer plays his last officia 
November denying that they hav< with the band in October. 

lion Odds And releascd in October. It rcaches "Who Put The Boot Charlton, billed as TVack Records g ach. Kecords goes into liquida- 
described by many as the band's isfounSdeXil^Vand while the Franc Roddam-directeo finestgig. With the sound register- tember 7 R-oiti, m 'onbeP- film of Quadrophenia premières m 7. Keith Moon overdoses August. Buoyed by renewed inter- 

he is pronounced dead on arrivai at Middlesex Hospital. He is 32. Amid this turmoil, the album Who Are You reaches number six in the UK and two in the US. 
Ï979 
Ex-SmaU Faces drummer Kenny Jones is unveiled as Moon's replacement and, with John bit' Bundrick joining on keyboards, the band return to the stage in May- The Kids Are Alright film and soundtrack is releasecl in June. while the Franc Roddam-directec 
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title track to NYPD Blue and the Rockford Files] - there are also plans to dip into The Who's back catalogue and treat fans to some little- heard rarities. For the singer, it is with their live performanc- es that The Who really corne into their own; equating the experience in almost spiritual terms. "Music is just a sériés of notes, but when played well in the right arena, it becomes bigger than the people who are playing it and, indeed, the people in the audience," says Daltrey. °lt takes every one on akind ofjoumey to somewhere else. 1 don't know where, but it does it, it i Tve been in it loads and loads of times." Certainly, few hold back the superlativ discussing the power of The Who in conc They are the most exciting live band Tve ever seen or worked with," says Harvey Goldsmith, who first encountered the band in the late Sixties, when stage managing the Plumpton National Jazz & Blues Festival, and, while only involved in one date on the forthcoming tour, lias promoted 
"When people talk about the best live band in the world, for spectacle it's obviously the Stones. For excitement no one can beat The Who onstage. Never have donc, never will." Alan Edwards, their long-serving press agent at The Outside Organisation, describes the band's infamous May 1976 performance at Charl- ton football ground - billed as Who Put The Boot In - as the best rock gig he has ever seen. "It was like an extreme football crowd in the Seventies, if you can imagine that," says Edwards. "It had been raining and they had to stop the show because of ail the fighting, but they were unbelievable." Goldsmith also recalls this extraordinary water-drenched show, when more than 60,000 piled into The Valley, one daredevil punter climbed 200 feet up a floodlight pylon and the 120 decibel-reading earned The Who their offi- ciai title as the world's loudest pop group. "1 think it's one of the biggest crowds that's been to Charlton, ever," he says. "And it was just an amaz- ing show. There were lots of amazing things going on, you've got this mad group playing and then, in the middle of it, in walks Elizabeth Tay- lor! Magic raayhem." And while the frictions and outright violence have diminished, for those close to the band the alchemy between Townshend and Daltrey has not Even minus their two founding members and lynchpins (Zak Starkey and Pino Palladino now fill in for Moon and Entwistle, while key- boardist John "Rabbit" Bundrick has played with the band since 1979) a crackle still exists whenev- er they hit the stage. "Apart from two, Tve been on every show that they've done since 1970, and Tve never tired of 

  

The history of The Who 
est, The Who headline a show at Wembley Sladium in addition to five nights at Madison Square Gar- dcn. However, tragedy ensues when II fans are killed during a pre-gig stampede in Cincinnati. 
1980 / Townshend's : o album te Top Five in the US and yields the hit single Let My Love Open The Door, while Dal- trey takes the title rôle in the film McVicar. The Who embark on a US tour from April to July. 

1981 A three-month UK tour is fol- lowed by Top 10 single You Better You Bet and their first album with- out Keith Moon, Face Dances. Kit Lambert dies from a brain haemo- rrhage afterfalling down aflight of 

1982 Following their last UK concerts for seven years, the band release what is widcly considered to be their swansong album, It's Hard. A 

farewell tour of North America concludes on December 17 at Toronto's Maple Leaf Garden. 
1983 ~ 
A proposed album, Siege, is aban- doned. In December, Townshend announces at a press conférence that the band have ofïicially split. 

A rétrospective double live album, Who's Last, culled from the band's 1982 farewell tour, is released. 

The band reunite for Live Ain, delivering a four-song set at Wem- bley Stadium. 
1988 Picking up a Brits lifetime achieve- ment award, the band play a short set at the Royal Albert Hall. 
1989   Billed as their 2sth anniversarv 
year, The Who tour again-com- pleting 50 stadium and arena N0rth Amer'ca and the UK. Townshend's musical adaptation ofTed Hughes'The 

Iran Man features Entwistle and Daltrey on two tracks. 
1993 With Townshend as musical direc- tor, a theatrical production of Tommy opens on Broadway. His solo album Psychoderelict is basd on thèmes similar to Lifehouse. 
1994 The Thirty Years Of Maximum 

1996 The band reform to take a theatri- 
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1 watching them," says Bill Curbishley. "When he [Pete] used to corne on, when he was younger, with that malevolence and that fantastic energy, and the dynamic that was within the band, it was phénoménal. That dynamic has changed a bit now because it's just him and Roger - but it has- n't diminished, it's just a différent dynamic." They've still got it, no doubtadds Alan Edwards. "1 remember their Shepherd's Bush Empire show in 1989 and that whole edge and atmosphère was still there. The audience was quite scary - there was a lot of likely looldng lads - and the band were quite scary. Even at this 

stage of their career. There was an element of Top of tho pile: on menace about their performance. TheyTe lovely t,,I! 'jhot°shoot 
people, but on stage they're transformed into this Are Yoif S Wl10 
vety scaiy and wonderful rock band."   Another recurring element in The Who's Thev've Still career, and one to make a significant impact in . -. 2006, is their association with visual imagery 9 ' and cinéma. Given Townshend's art school back- tloilbt ground, it is perhaps little surprise that a strong Alan Edwards, visual identity was always given equal credence Outsidc to the band's music ("We stand for pop-art Onianisation clothes, pop-art music and pop-art behav- iour...We dont change oflfstage. We live pop art," 

riui one early quote) or that his songwriting Was informed by a cinematic worldview. Tomtnv (1975) and Quadrophenta (1979) were both translated to the big screen but this has remained a feature of his later solo work, much of it multimedia-based. Also released in 1979 was The Kids Are Alright, Jeflf Stein's séminal rockumentaiy, which compiled a raft of rare TV and live appearances with new footage shot at Shepperton Studios (the band having bought a stake in Shepperton two years previously). Other Who classic perform- ances have been captured on film - including their appearances at Monterey in 1967, Wood- stock in 1969 and the Isle Of Wight in 1970. The latter film (Message To Love: The Isle Of Wight Festival) was directed by Oscar-winning director Murray Lemer, and it is Lerner who will be at the helm of an exhaustive Who documen- tary, titled My Génération: Who's Still Who. Pro- ducèd by Spitfire Films, the company behind the Martin Scorsese-directed Bob Dylan documen- tary No Direction Home, the film is due for cine- matic and DVD release before the end of 2006. According to Spitfire's co-founder Nigel Sin- clair, the intention was not to produce a linear film, but rather to get under the skin of these four very différent characters, to trace their évolution to the présent day and to try and comprehend the chemistry between them. "We set ourselves various standards," says Sin- clair. "We wanted to make sure more than 50% of the clips were never-before-seen footage. we wanted to try and find a point of view about the évolution of the band and what it was that made these guys so brilliant and give the audience some sense of that, as well as the ups and downs and trials and tribulations of their joumey. Like the Bob Dylan film that we produced with Martin Scorsese, we wanted to give the viewers questions and then provide them with answers". Consequently, Lemer launched an appeal to fans for the loan of rare footage and memorabilia and was granted exclusive access to The Who's private archive. What he uncovered sounds absolutely stunning, and is likely to have those self-sameWho fans salivating in anticipation. "We've got literally thousands of hours of footage," laughs Sinclair, "some of which you wouldn't believe. We've got an amazing perform- ance of Summertime Blues where The Who played before 400,000 communists in France [at Fête de l'Humanité, 1972], we've found pièces of the so-called lost Live At Leeds footage that I think will be the holy grail for fans, and we've got footage from the band's archive with band meet- ings and discussions." The DVD release will be supplemented by two further dises. The first of these will concentrate on spécifie and long-running threads within the 

The history of The Who 
cal version of Quadrophenia on the road - including shows at Hyde Park and Wembley Arena. Compilation album My Généra- tion - The Very Best Of The Who is released in August. 
1999 The band regroup again for a handfiil of charity shows, includ- ing two nights at Shepherd's Bush Empire. Townshend's play of Lifehouse is broadeast by Radio 

2000 A six-CD boxed set of The Life- house Chronicles is released through Townshend's website eelpie.com and followed by two shows at Sadler's Wells Theatre. A tour of North America and the UK culminâtes in a charity show for the Teenage Cancer Trust at the Royal Albert Hall. 

Novello Awards. He is also due to receive a Pioneer Award at the Yahoo Internet Awards in New York before the event is cancelled following September 11. The Who perfomi at a benefit concert for vic- tims at Madison Square Garden. 

2001 Townshend is awarded a achievement honour al 1 

2002 Following two dates at the Royal Albert Hall for the Teenage Cancer Trust, John Entwistle is found dead in his hôtel room. A proposed tour of North America goes ahead 

Palladino filling in on bass. A deluxe extended édition of 
My Génération is released in Octo- ber, along with compilation The Who - The Ultimate Collection. 

A double CD. Live At The Roval 
flbe?,Ha11'iS released in June, fol- fewedby a deluxe édition of Who's Next December. Sanctuary releases a deluxe double-disc DVD édition of The Kids Are Alright. 
2004   
mlii^edW0,10f|fcùs released in January, T\vo new rec ordmgs are featured on The First 

Singles Box (UK) and compilation Then And Now 1964-2004 (US). 
2005 ^ The band plays an acclaimed two- song set at Live 8. Townshend publishes the first chapters of h'S novella, The Boy Who Hear Music, online. 
2006" 
The Who plan to release their fin* album of original material or years. A 23-date Europcan tou^ also announced, including a , Hyde Park and '<* . ces at T In The F»* appearai 
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t, such as their association with fash- ts, five key live performances (Mon- terez Woodstock, Live Aid, their 1989 reprise of Toramy and the post-9/11 Concert For New York) and spécifie épisodes on the musical qualifies of each individual member. The third dise will contain two previously unseen concerts in their entirety; a 1969 show at the London Coliseum and a 1977 performance at the Gaumont State Cinéma in Kilburn, a dupli- cate performance for The Kids Are Alright that was never used. As with the Dylan film, Sinclair wants audi- ences to rediscover The Who's past in order to understand their présent. "This is not a rétro- spective," he says. "It's meant to be taking you into the world of The Who and their music, and the fact that it's still alive today and that there's so much excitement in the US that they're touring again and there's a new record coming ont. The story is amazing but, as Pete has so often said, what's really important is what happens now." Intriguingly, Spitfire is also working on anoth- er Who-related movie, with a biopic of Keith Moon. This will star comedian Mike Myers in the title rôle, with Roger Daltrey acting as co- producer. Though still in the development stage, the frontman is visibly excited by the movie and the opportunity to lookbeyond the myth and into the life of one of rock'nroll's most complicated characters. "There's something about the glamour of rock 'n'roll that they encourage young people to look up to ail of the wrong things," he explains. "Obvi- ously, I can see why it's attractive when you're young, because you feel that you're immortal and 

thinks it must have been a real laugh and, yeah, a lot of it was, but there was an awful lot of tears in between." How fans who have grown up with the Who legend will take to tihese projects will be interest-   Certainly, their enduring and cross- generational appeal is not in dispute. One of the few Seventies superbands not targeted by punk's «Year Zéro" mentality (the Pistols played a cover of Substitute) their influence, both musically and stylistically, v— — Weller (who covered So Sad About Us for a Jam B-side). From there, the torch was passed to Brit- pop and beyond. When Blur asked Phil Daniels to narrate Park Life in 1994, they tapped into the univers al pull of Quadrophenia, while support band's for The Who's Hyde Park show in july include Primai Scream, Razorlight and The Zutons. But perhaps the most convinctng evidence of the Who's status as godfathers of Brifish Rock is the week of shows held each March at the Royal Albert Hall in support of the Teenage Cancer IVust, of which Daltrey is a patron. Now in their ■ i seventh year (the first featured appearances Il from Weller, Noël Gallagher and Eddie Vedder), Il these concerts have not only raised the profile H of the charity and provided much-needed funds   Il for specialised cancer wards, they are also effec- you'll live forever and you're invincible. tively a rite-of-passage event for upcoming "In actual fact, Moon, wonderful character as Brifish artists. , ,, „ he was, a lot of the things that he did were actual- Such awareness has been invaluable for the ly quite fucking awful, but because of his person- charity, according to Simon Davies, the trusts ality he got away with it. It's kind of weird, but I CEO. "They've given us so much," he says, "not just wanted to capture what it was like to live only the shows, but The Who have also given us with that guy, because it wasn't easy. Everyone profits from the DVD of the first show and sales 
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from their CDs as well. Over the years, we're talk- ing about £4m to £5m. "It's also great for our profile - they've taken Teenage Cancer Trust to a whole new set of peo- ple who are now supporters of the charity. When you think about the spread of bands that Roger bas helped us get - from Tom Jones and Clapton to Oasis and Coldplay, Franz Ferdinand and Keane, right through to new bands such as Bloc 

Party and Razorlight - .t s incred^ e Roge is someone who can make a phone call to a young band nowadays and they are just bowled over For Daltrey himself, who jomed Razo ligl t onstage for an impromptu rendition ofSummer time Blues only two months ago, the eyer-gio ing lineage from My Génération to genera- tion is fascinating. "That's the cherry on the cake, he says, "the fact that young bands look up to you and like what you did. Thafs what I really hke about young bands who are there now, eeaus there's been this 50-year window of rocknroll, you can hear the roots. I find that really interest- ing. A lot of these young bands have got their own thing, but you can hear where it cornes from. i find that really exciting." And for Polydor too, having such a band and such a catalogue on its books raakes a huge impact when it cornes to attracting new artists. "They're still core to everything we do, says David Joseph. "The Who are still seen as a front- line act and they are worked on by the same peo- ple who work on Snow Patrol, the Kaiser Chiefs and the Scissor Sisters, so that in itself tells you what wefeel about them. h "They're never viewed as catalogue. It's 11 frontline - it's family, and I would very much include Bill and Robert in that We would have weekly calls with Trinifold, even though there haven't been any records on the schedule for some time, because they're part ofthe whole Uni- versal family." Ail of which places The Who in 2006 in some- thing of a unique position. Their place in rock history was always assured and, as elder states- men, their appeal remains both iconic and glob- 

al. Their catalogue is part of our héritage and still carries deep résonance and huge influence. But they remain relevant, contemporary and the new material is as challenging as anything they've ever done. "The guys that hang on - the Pages, the Plants, the Dylans, the Brian Wilsons, the Townshends, the mes - we're doing the hard bit," says Daltrev, looking back, but also looking forward. "This is the hard bit of life, and it's a shame that it hasn't been reflected in the music that we've created. But maybe that's because when we started there was no previous génération or maybe half a gén- ération with the Teds and Elvis before us. So we're the first génération of adult, grown-up, granddad rockers. We've got to pull it into adult- hood, and it will do the music good." Like rock'n'roll itself, The Who now enter unchartered territory and - ironically for a band that once sangthose immortal lines about hoping to die before getting old - join that select band of artists above, who reflect life as it is now. Still unclassifiable, the paradoxes go on. "It's strange," concludes Bill Curbishley. "None of us ever thought for one second that it was going to last that long. It was day by day. When I said that they were breaking up every day and people went to see them because it could be their last show, that's really true. "People went to see them because of that frac- tious fragile thing. And funnily enough it's lasted ail this time, and after losing two of our real bud- dies. Obviously for me its been phénoménal... it's been my life. So from a little old rock'n'roll band from Acton, or Shepherd's Bush, cornes ail this stuff. It's amazing." 
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Roqer Daltrav on The Who's new albuni and more 
The Who's singer talks to Music Week about the band's new matenal and forthcoming tour 
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Pete Townshend on songwiitmg,his website and I 
The Who's iconic lead guitarist took a break from songwriting to a < mail -j- ; 
Tlio thèmes of 197I's Lifehouse have recuired in youi- musîc for more than three décades now, particularly yoiir solo work - why the décision to voice those thèmes via The Wlio in 2005/06? I have no other interest that is so deeply gripping. The story is a reflection of my obsession witli congrégation and music's spiritual potential when people 
However, tliere is a sub-theme, which is that the congrégation of people through a global grid like the internet may have results that are extrcmely liard to predict 
Is the name of the album still WH02? l've read some détails 11 about Black WidovA Eyes and : The Glass Household, but could you reveal anything about the 
Who2 is a working title - there's no title as yet We are calling the minî-opera EP, which cornes out first, Wire And Glass. Today I dumped several tracks in progress in order to start with 

And what about artists of the current génération? Sufjan Stevens, Sigur Ros, Petra Hayden, Graham Coxon - there 

to play at live shows. What can fans expect at the forthcoming concerts? The classics. Rarities - a new batch every night Some new songs, but not too many. We arc doing art classes. Just to make. point here, The Who haven't released new songs for 24 years, but I have. Lots. ' 

None of them would have worked for what we used to call "The Who". No doubt about it, I have moments of genius. But I also chum out stuff that only I might want to hear. I write for pleasure. I write to make a living. I write to reflect what I see around me. I write to tell stories. I write to break time into little neat chunks. I write for ail kinds of reasons, but since Quadrophenia I stopped writing for fans. Via the world of blog, fans now often write for me. And I am grateful, honoured and delighted to be regarded as a 

nothing clear-cut to reveal - not yet I am keen to keep the recording simple, straight-cut and direct Roger and I have a new "Glimmer Twins" relationship to develop as songwriter and singer, but we both have long memories and deep entanglements with the memory of The Who "gang" and its rock-radio lineage. It's strange to be starting again at our âge, and under such a powerfully 

I have moments of genius. But I also chum ont stuff that only I might want to 
hear...! write for ail kinds of reasons, but since Quadrophenia I stopped writing for fans 

Rock'n'roll is arguably now in unchartered territory but, musically-speaking, who from your génération still inspires you? Ray Davies for his storytelling. Paul McCartney for his energy and self-confidence. Mick Jagger for his ability to work with so many lovable nutters. Bob Dylan for his new moustache. My génération were extraordinary. Ail of 'em. 

What did you think of Scorsese's Dylan movie? And what are your hopes for the forthcoming Who documentary? I loved it The jury is out on the Who doc. There has been a lot of documentary stuff done about The Who. To do something new would i huge Input from me, and 

artists. Newer bands like Hard-Fi and The Noisettes continue to surprise with new colours, new tricks and new ideas. Just when you think there is nothing new left under the sun, someone cornes up with something brilliant and new. 

From a solo point of view, to what extent has the web changed your relationship with your audience? A blg part of the change has been the way I can feel the sheer scale of the entire music audience. I realise that ail any artist needs Is a (relative) handful of fans. Today we share the fans quite thinly 

Aslde from Real Cood Looking Boy and Old Red Wlne, this is the first time in 24 years that you will have a batch of new material 

once that was done they would have to drop us, as MTV did after I helped their initial campaign to widen subscription in 1982. We need to have our own channel to 

Do you anticipate online channcls can have a similar impact on a wider Who audience? I don't hold out much hope for The Who and online channels, Our name is too big, but our reality is too frail. 1 can do the internet, l'm not sure The Who can do it We could sell the Who name to, say, AOL, so they 

You have long been recognised as an online pioneer and many of the web-based issues currently dominating the média - from podcasting, to giving away MP3s à la Arctic Monkeys, to webcasting à la Sandi Thom - you have been doing for years. Are there any areas of technology you can see yourself gravitating towards in the future? I have a cunning plan... 

parallel here between the way a band like The Who used pirate radio back in the mid-Sixties? We will use every média channel we can - but like every artist trying to get new music out then we will be prepared to try anything. I spoke to the folks at Polydor recently and 1 amazcd at how sawy thev aro r,hn„r    

An U-minute mlni-opera seems a remarkable and ambitions undertaklng in 2006 (although, saying that, a 75-minute rock opéra probably did In 1969). Given the constraints of commercial radio, what rôle will new média channels play in promotlng The Glass Household? Is there a 

amazed at how sawy and creative they are about new ways to try to use the internet. Radio is still valuable, though tightly formatted, these days. TV exposure is always good. U2 and Primai Scream have been great on Jonathan Ross. Top Of The Pops is back. Video is still important But a catchy, well- produced song will always find a place. The best song of the past few years for sheer pop 
Tliank Yor^^ct^tiris3 ' 

'tsmmyall-timeToplo aong with ABBA's SOS and 

Some artists from the Sixties and Seventies charge fans a membership fee to access information, exclusive content, early-bird ticket sales etc on their websites. That is not a strategy you have pursued. Are you planning to do so? And if not, why not? The internet is not a shop. It's the new radio. We gave radio our music for free for 40 years. They used our art to sell their advertising space - to sell booze, cigarettes, cars and other dmgs- Now that's over. Hooray. Now we sell direct If you want to sec us play, or to own a piece of our CD or DVD plastic, you pay. If y" want simply to audition us, look us, and chat with us on the endless wire, we are as free as yo are. Fans are a strange breed. TIW want spécial treatment for havina been customers over the years - and they deserve it sonietinies- But l'm not sure expensive subscription is the way to pi ov' exclusive information and acce • My webmaster Matt Kent kno 



Mis plans for the future 
I r about the band's rew material, their tour and the internet 
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sH-sïsr"'"" often do it very well. K ain't like computer software programs I 
The internet is not 3 shop. It's the new radio. We gave yearii radio ourmusic for free for PRSpa 

40 years. They used our art tosell their advertising space....Nowthat'sover. 
Hooray. Now we sell direct 
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are proud to have been associated i The Who for over 30 years. 
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Thanks to the band's Live 8 performance, TV sync deals and créatif outni^'V'ty' 
an audience boni after the band's Seventies heyday is becommg a\A^re 

Promoting The Who to 

a whole new génération 

IfThe Who's first contract with Shel Talmy was a costly mistake (along with the accumulative bills for smashed instruments and high living, it played a significant part in their perilous finan- cial situation up to 1969) then they are now in ownership of one of music's premium brands - a catalogue oftruly cross-generational music and a sharply defined image to match. With the entrepreneurial guile of Kit Lambert and Chris Stamp behind them - and Pete Mead- en before that - maximising that image was sec- ond nature, almost from their very inception. Think: Pop Art, targets on T-shirts, guitars through amplifiées, Townshend's windmilling right arm and Rolls Royces in swimming pools (although, according to Keith Moon's biographer, the latter incident was an out-and-out myth). And now, some 40 years later, THnifold Man- agement are equally adept at capitalising on this 

Ifyou corne totheUS, The Who ace like a backgmiind 
to modem life 

iconic identity and ageless catalogue of songs. Especially so with the band's appeal arguably more potent than ever. Certainly, the likes of Paul Weller, Oasis and Pearl Jam have long been vocal about The Who s influence on their own careers - not to mention sharing a stage with their heroes at 2000's Teenage Cancer Trust concert. But, following their show-stealing performance at Live 8, and with guitar bands currently in the ascendant, Robert Rosenberg believes that a whole new gén- ération is actively discovering the band. "1 think we've always suspected that there was a younger audience out there, purely from the audience démographie from the last couple of tours," he says. "But we got some statistics from [digital média company] ARTISTdirect looking at what kids are looking for when they search illé- gal file-sharing networks, and the results were 

mindblowing. There was something like 2.4m requests for The Who in one week. It shows there's a huge amount of interest in the band, which is not necessarily being reflected in their sales. "One of the things we've been looking at is how we go about finding this younger audience, which is ironie, because typically it's been the reverse. The big dilemma now is how you get a new Who album to ayounger audience. Who's goingto play an 11-minute mini-opera on the radio?" One way of sidestepping this conundrum, par- ticularly in the US, has been through a judicious and creative sync licensing programme. Pete Townshend's songs have appeared in movies ranging from Almost Famous to Austin Powers: The Spy Who Shagged Me, as well as countless TV programmes and advertising campaigns. Most notable among th ' 1 ' 
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2r three Robert Roscnberg 
winning sériés CSI: Crime Scene Investigatc^,, —- which used Wlio Are You, Won't Cet Fooled ïmj?Srfile 
Again and Baba O'Rilcy as title tracks " différent spm-offs. With the show attracting 30m US viewers per week, that is one powerfnl marketing tool. "If you come to the US, The Who are like a background to modem life," says Rosenberg. And while TV shows and products benefit by the association, the effect lias been equally recip- rocal on modem day perceptions of The Wlio's music. According to Paul Curran, chairman BMG Music Publishing Ltd, such an enterprising licensing strategy has donc much to keep 

I think we've 
always suspected that there wasa ■H |jjLw   ^ younger 

their catalogue alive. "It reminds people about audience the songs," he says. "And because m ' " ' quite ci st of these n of fresh v créative ideas with séminal tracks adds weight and power to the catalogue. These are définitive landmark recordings and songs. To have new programmes using them, and to be adding energy to those programmes, speaks vol- 
As younger audiences, in particular, consume their music via digital ehannels, Townshend him- self takes a practical approach to the power of a well-placed sync deal. "It's been vital," he says. "Radio don't play us. Strangely too, the internet feeds this strategy - our music continues to spread among the Download Génération. When someone 'steals' a song by downloading it, they may yet be helping to recoup The Who's advances. Their familiarity with our music occasionally attracts younger marketing people and music supervisors to delve into our catalogue." 

With a global merchandising contract in place marketed at relail across the UK, US and Europe, with Bravado, Trinifold will be taking a similar Such exploitation of image rights represents a approach as regards to the band's visual identity. major opportunity for classic artists of The Who's In addition to tour merchandising, this will see stature, explains Rosenberg. high-end and bespoke Who-related artifacts "We've woken up rather late to the fact that 
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The Who is a brand and so we're moving into Obviously, if you're selling T-shirts at a gig retail merchandising, and that's something then you're selling to a captive audience, but if that's really taken off over the past year," he says. you're going out to retail then you've got to find "Over the next t\vo years we'll be developing that. those people." 

For Bravado CEO Barry Drinkwater, the band's cross-generational appeal, combined with their ties to mod and rock fashions, makes them a perfect client. "We're looking to cover ail demo- graphics in the audience." he says. "So, as well as your traditional Who fan aged 50 years and upwards, we'll be developing products for new Who fans, ladies and kids." These products will include everything from T- shirts to homeware products (such as coasters and coffee raugs). but most intriguing, and cer- tainly unique to The Who, are plans to collabo- rate with fashion designers to create subtly branded garments. "We're trying to make a statement about their link with fashion, which is something that no one's really done before," says Drinkwater. Tm trying to get fashion companies to make up some limited-edition traditional mod suits - a friend of ours is a pattem collector and he's got ail the orig- inal pattems. The finished article won't have The Who printed ail over it, but the actual lining would include some artwork. or maybe some small détails. So it will be more like a tribute from a fashion designer. "This is still in discussion," he adds, "but this is the direction and concept that I want to move towards. They really are the greatest fircking rock band in the world and to go and see The Who live now is still a phénoménal experience. This is a rock band who have in the past been fashion leaders and that's the way I want to develop the raerchandise in the future. It won't be merchan- dise or a souvenir, but a désirable and wearable product in its own right. If we can achieve that, it will set them apart from the rest of the pack." 
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While his musical output anticipated the growth of the internet, 
Pete Townshend has been a pioneer in taking the band online 

Back to the future for 

The Who's websites 
As someone who anticipated the impact of the pri internet back in 1971 with Lifehouse, the pro- LMy posed follow-up to Tommy, it is perhaps little sur- website] ÎS prise that Pete Townshend was quick to realise g vehicle the potentials of digital channels. The plot of this ambitions album was a complicated i 

itleas. I can do what Ilike 

       Jpl for my 
ceming a Matrix-like Grid which is controlled by pefSOfial a global média conglomerate. This shadowy organisation feeds the urban population via "experience suits" and holds them in virtual bondage. Such thèmes of technology, mysticism and (non) reality have recurred in Townshend's musi- cal work ever since, most obviously with 1993's Psyehoderelict. Indeed, one of the initial con- cepts of Lifehouse - where The Who played a sériés of impromptu and interactive concerts at the Young Vie Theatre in a bid to demolish the barrier between the artist and their audience - seeras more than a little prescient in the era of MySpace. 

But if such (at the time) fanciful notions have remained an artistic constant, it was not until October 1999 that Townshend established his own Personal website, with the launch of pete- townshend.com (now petetownshend.co.uk). Essentially a space for diary entries, MP3s, lit- erature and short films, the site has effectively become his portai to the world - a place where fans can download a 2000 live version of I Can't Explain from Denver, read his novella The Boy Who Heard Music, or watch the évolution of tracks mooted for the new Who album, such as How Can I Help You Sir?, posted last December. "It is a vehicle for my personal ideas," says Townshend. "I can do what I like. I love the vani- ty of it. However it is also a practical tool to spread correct information, dates and to intro- duce new music that might be regarded as uncommercial." These aetivities have long been recognised. Townshend was named Internet Pioneer and 

picked up an avvard for best live webcast (for Lifehouse at the Saddlers Wells Theatre) atthe 2001 Yahoo Internet Awards. In February of this year, boywhoheardmusic.blogspot.com topped The Observers list of the five "must have" music blogs. "In the future, every pop star will have his or her own blog," noted the broadsheet, "but trust Pete Townshend to be ahead of the game..." The site is complemented by two retail outlets - eelpie.com and thewhostore.com. The former is an extension of Townshend's production Compa- ny and was established in February 2000 as a means of selling high-end physical product, such as the six-CD Lifehouse Chronicles boxed set. It now stocks a range of rarities and exclusives such as the Signature sériés of live CDs and an HDAD version of Townshend's 1972 solo début Who Came First. According to webmaster Matt Kent, future releases may include deluxe extended boxed sets of White City, The Iron Man and Psyehoderelict. TheWhoStore, meanwhile, was set up by Eel Pie to handle sales of the Encore sériés - a collec- tion of intemet-only live CDs recorded during the band's US tours of 2002 and 2004. The idea here, says Kent, was twofold : to subvert the thriv- ing market for Who bootlegs and to channel the profits to charity. "When the tour came up, we came up with the idea of selling officiai bootlegs," he says. "This was an opportunity to provide fans with good-quality material straight from the soundboard at a rea- sonable price, and with ail the profits going to charity - particularly the Teenage Cancer Trust. To ail intents and purposes, the audio bootleg market for The Who has now ceased. 
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«We've doue about 50 live albums and sold a few thousand of each, so Teenage Cancer Trust bas benefited hugely from that. I would say thaï sales of the Encore sériés are approaching £lm, if they haven't already exceeded it. It's a lot of money anyway, and money that would have gone into the hands of bootleggers." Tins dual strategy (giving away content on the one hand, retailing unique and collectable prod- ucts on the other) lias distinguished Townshend from his peers (other titans of Sixties and Seven- ties rock, such as David Bowie or The Rolling Stones, charge fans a membership fee to access exclusive content) as well as laying précédents for 
Certainly, whether posting free MP3s on his personal website or broadeasting live events from TowserTV (his on-demand internet TV station, formerly known as WhoTV) Townshend has pre- dated by some years the much-hyped activities of the Arctic Monkeys or Sandi Thora. Plans for this summer's live shows already include the potential of live webcasts (both high- lighted clips and the occasional complété per- formance) to be presented via In The Attic, the internet TV show of Townshend's partner and Universal-signed singer-songwriter, Rachel Fuller. Late last month, Townshend also announced the launch of the tentatively-titled OO-TV, a webstreaming sériés to feature submis- sions "from ail musicians, film-makers, story- 
"Digital médiums will always be primarily a promotional tool," he says. "Once something is digital itissoeasy to copy. If you copy-protect it, there are those wbo can hack it in an hour. Best to 

818 Promo is where it's at on the web 
We are ail in the business 
ofsellinq 
Picasso pnnts really 

just let the music find its own level. "1 have a fanbase, so 1 can sell certain things with what we call 'added value'. That could be a signature, a spécial limited édition package, unique tracks. We've ail been doing this in Japan for years. Record companies are starting to think more like art packagers now. They want the huge hits - we ail do - but we are leaming that a spé- cial production can sell pretty well as long as it is unique, limited or personalised. Promo is where it's at on the web. We are ail in the business of selling Picasso prints really." 

"We don't like to be held back by anyone," adds Kent. "Regarding things like free music and free content, I think we've led the way - for instance, on tours, with in two hours of the band going off- stage, I would film certain songs and fans get 15 minutes of performance for free. And this is going back to 2002. There are not many big bands who would do that, but The Who always have. That's one thing that Pete has always been keen about - he's always been proactive. As with anything else, he doesn't wait to be told what to do, he just does iL" 
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Ml/l/profiles the vital albums in The Who's catalogue, from their R&B roots to the présent day 

From My Génération to 

The Who's latest album 
1. The Who Sings My Génération (Brunswick, December 1965) (number five) Considering it was the âge of the seven-ineh single ' and teh faet that The Who (or rather the High | Numbers) were essentially T&B covers aet only a I yearbeforc, it is notable that their début album was no generic one-hit driven wonder. Actually, it was far from it. Amidst covers of James Brown's Please, Please, Please and Bo Diddley's l'm A Man, evidence of Townshend's songwriting talent was more than apparent through The Kids Are Alright, A Légal Matter and, of course, the stuttering title track. Thanks to contractual wrangles with producer Shel Talmy, access to the original master tapes was only granted more than 35 years aller release. An expanded version was subsequently issued in September 2002. 

2. The Who Sell Ont (Track, December 1967) (number 13) With Chris Stamp encouraging each band member to contribute at least two songs to A Quick One (in a bid to "JZi" maximise publishing revenues), the band's follow-up was a patchy affair, significant mostly for the extended title track - effectively Townshend's first mini opéra. Sell Out, by comparison, was pure Pop Art in exécution. Housed in David King and Roger Laws iconic sleeve (Daltrey in a bath of baked beans, Townshend applying oversized déodorant) this loosely themed tribute to pirate radio was linked by a sériés of spoof adverts. Equal parts psychedelic, bizarre and theatrical, it also housed a clutch of great songs in Tattoo, I Can't Reach You and I Can See For Miles. t Rael signified - 

quite literally - where Townshend was heading 
3. Tominy (Track, May 1969) (number two) | If their peers (The Beatles, ! The Rolling Stones, Bob 1 Dylan) were retreating 1 towards a more rootsy 1 Band-driven sound, Tommy I saw The Who embark on an azing joumey ail of their own. Recorded in dire financial circumstances, the taie of Townshend's deaf, dumb and blind kid would be adapted into both a critically- acclaimed movie and Broadway musical. In 1969, however, it would complété The Who's transition to rock royalty. Heavily influenced by the teachings of Meher Baba and clocking in at a jaw-dropping one hour 15 minutes of continuous music, Tommy was like nothing before or since. Plotting their five-year 

w 

© 

fl 



trajectory from Shepherd's Bush to this point niiikcs the achievement even more astounding. The likes of Amazing Journey, Sparks, See Me Feel Me and Pinball Wizard would remain perennials in their epic live sets for the next decade. 'Tommy feltlike we'd moved into the studio 
for life," says Daltrey. "We were doing gigs at the weekends and we were in the studio ail week, but it was the making of the hand - we came together. Up until then we'd been a pop band, but that was the first time we'd got serions and we were a proper band 24 hours a day seven days a week. Brilliant." 
_ ../eAtLeeds (Track) (May 1970) (number three) ■ "   Advertised " "the définitive hard-rock holocaust" and "the best live rock album ever made", the vinyl Live At Leeds album was aclually a less than satisfying six-song document, issued as a counterpoint to Tommy and to showcase the raw power of the "Omble 'Oo" in concert. Doing exactly what it says on the tin, the ferocity of the performance is never in doubt, but the fact that half the tracks were covers (Young Man Blues, Summertime Blues, Shakin' Ail Over) only compounded the slight feeling of disappointment. Far more satisfying are the 25th anniversary reissue, which added another seven Townshend originals, and the 2001 Deluxe Edition which offered an extra dise containing Tommy in its entirety. Both 

5. Who's Next Cfrack, August 1971) (number one) -«k Jj From the ashes of Lifehouse S emerged not only The Who's finest album, but one of the finest rock albums of any era. With Townshend on the verge of a nervous breakdown and struggling to complété his ambitious sci-fi rock opéra, the group reconvened to London at the behest of producer Glyn Johns and cherry picked a double-album's worth of songs. Distilled to nine tracks, Townshend would describe the results as "the best non-concept album based on a concept that the Who ever made". Adding synthesiser to their already familiar éléments (opening track Baba O'Riley pays reference to both Meher Baba and the electronic experiments of Terry Riley) Who's Next would showcase every facet of their unique group personality - from the timeless and anthemic rockers Won't Get Fooled Again and Bargain to the slow-bum sensitivity of Behind Blue Eyes. A true classic. "Who's Next was based loosely on a fantastical idea, but it was so easy to do things in those days, because you just did what you wanted," says Daltrey. "The record companies knew they were on to something big, but they didn't know how to control it, so they just said, 'Let them get on with it'. You didn't hit any of the barriers that you do today - 

The record companies hnewthey were on to something big but they didn't know howto control it, so theyjust said, let them get on with it' 

6. Meaty, Beaty, Big, And Bouncy (Track, October 1971) (number nine) There have been Who compilations over the years, but Meaty, Beaty... is still the best Collecting the band's pre-Seventies singles - of which the majority had never graced their albums - it did much to introduce a US audience to their early output, bookending perfectly the first chapter in their career. The vinyl édition is worth seeking out for Townshend's acerbic 
Of later collections, spécial mention must go to 30 Years of Maximum R&B and the BBC Sessions. The former, a définitive four-CD collection, is peppered with hilarious snippets of studio banter among a sélection of key tracks, rarities and outtakes. The latter draws together 26 tracks from appearances on Top Gear, Saturday Club, The Old Grey Whistle Test and The Dave Lee Travis Show. 

7. Quadrophenia (Track, November 1973) (number two) 1 Nobody could have blamed I Townshend if he had never 1 uttered the words "rock" and | "opéra" again but, just two I years after Lifehouse, he I returned with a double • album inspired by the band's 
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Shepherd's Bush roots. Chronicling the frustrations of a mod called Jimmy into another awesomely ambitious sonic tour de force, the likes of The Punk And The Godfather, 5.15 and Love Rcign OerMe would prove lasting antheras for a new génération of fans. The album's impact was cemented by Franc Roddam's 1979 movie which, starring the mercurial Phil Daniels, has since become a séminal part of British youth culture - and, indeed, youth culture the world over. "Quadrophenia is essentially an English story," says manager Bill Curbishley, who also produced the film. "But the essence of it is the adolescent dilerama, and that is a universal thing. If never fails to amaze me when 
or Spain or Italy and says, 'That album changed my life, or that movie changed my life'." 

— - j 'You want to know y | somelhing?" revealed O % ■: - | Tmvnshend to the NMEs j " : I RoyCarrinan • infamously forthrighl j .-i- ' : interview. "I really hate SË»   feeling too old to be doing what l'm doing." With The Who By Numbers, he would build an entire album around this premise, with what was effectively a solo project in ail but narae. Carr would later refer to it as "Pete Townshend's Suicide Note". 

Certainly, the widescreen soundscapes of Quadrophenia were abandoned, replaced by a sériés of delicate and autobiographical tracks that tackled drink (However Much I Booze), women (Dreaming From The Waist) and success (How Many Friends). If the discomfort factor occasionally unsettles ("Goodbye ail you punks stay young ^ and stay high, hand me my chèque book and 111 crawl off to die," sings Daltrey on They Are Ail In Love), this is the hidden géra of The Who's catalogue and one worth revisiting. 
9. Who Are You (Polydor, August 1978) (nuinber six) Overshadowed by Keith Moon's untimely death and hampered by a heavily synthesized production, the final studio album from the band's original members still yields rewards - not least in the title track, apparently inspired after a chance meeting with The Sex Pistols' Paul Cook and Steve Jones left Townshend drunk and unconscious in a Soho doorway. Tiventy years on, Who Are You would become the title track of Emmy-Award winning US TV sériés CSI: Crime Scene Investigation. The remainder finds the band on the brink of falling apart - quite literally on Music Must Change, where Moon, unable to play its unusual rhythm, vacated the drum stool. "But Tm the best Keith Moon-style drummer in the world," he apparently retorted. 

10. Live At The 
' Since the turn of the decade The Who haveissued j numerous live albums- 1 indeed, their last two US rs, in 2000 and 2002, :e recorded in their 

   I entirety and released via thewhostore.com. However, this recording from November 27, 2000 deserves spécial récognition: first, it marked the first of their now animal sériés of concerts for Teenage Cancer Trust; second, it features guest appearances from the likes of Noël Gallagher, Paul Weller and Nigel Kennedy; and third, the four-track bonus dise, recorded at the same venue in 2002, features John Entwistle's final on-stage performance. A once-in-a-lifetime gig, a perfect mémorial to "The Ox" and evidence of the band's undiminished live power. 
TheVUho'snewaliiiin 
The first new studio album from The Who for almost a quarter of a century is scheduled for September 2006 release. Under the working title of WH02, its gestation has been a protracted affair. Polydor co-president David Joseph describes the material as "classic Who". "Tve heard four songs from it," he says, "and it sounds amazîng." 

Tracks recorded include Black Widow's Eyes and Mike Post Theme, while Townshend previewed another likely inclusion, How Can I Help You Sir?, on Rachel Fuller's web TV show. A full 29 minutes will be comprise the mini-opera Wire & Glass, based on 
Boy Who Heard Music. 
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XbScoltries SmXt''5!1 in Ihe world. with of Riinl j Va 

Northern exposure for 

Finlande fines! bands 

The Finnish word "sisu" has no direct English équivalent, but it refers to a relentless dedication to seeing a job through to its conclusion. This resilience is said to define the Finnish spirit, and it is what reputedly makes a Finn the kind of adver- sary you really do not want. In the context of the European rausic indus- try, you might point out that "sisu" has not yet been quite enough to boost Finland to the top table, even with breakout successes such as goth-metallers HIM, trance producer Darude and Finnish hip hop pioneers the Bomfunk MC's, who exploded simultaneously in 2000. To which a Finn might reply that the key element of sisu is persistence in the long term - and they have not finished yet. The arrivai of rockers such as The Rasmus and Nightwish in 2004 heralded perhaps the biggest year yet for Finnish talent on the global stage, but this year Finland's music industry is determined to showease the full range of its wares more prominently than ever before. Under the new "Corne hear. Finland" banner, the country's export association Musex Finland co-hosted Midem's opening night in January. In Mardi, Musex took six bands - Astrid Swan, The Latebirds, Disco Ensemble, Tigerbombs, Circle and Nieminene & Litmanen - to showease at SXSW. At the end of April it sent a forther four - Bloodpit, Kwan, Redrama and The Winyls - to Musexpo in Los Angeles. "We thought our bands would stand out, big time, and they did," says Musex director Paulina Ahokas, just back ffom Los Angeles. "A lot of peo- ple came and said we had some of the best bands out there. A lot of A&Rs came past and said they were checking out quite a few Finnish acts at the 
This week, Disco Ensemble, Sister Flo and Lodger (ail featured on the free CD which accom- Panies this week's issue of Music Week) are down to appear at the inaugural The Great Escape in Brighton, while a further clutch of acts head to another key Finnish market at the end of this otonth for yet another showease at Finnish Music Days in Tokyo. Some of the Finnish music criss-crossing the world in search of interest is a part of the hard tock tradition that has defined perceptions of Finnish music over the past decade or more, but most of it is not, just as artists such as sometime Warp signing Jimi Ténor and Catskill Records' Husky Rescue and Pepe Deluxe have played their own part in chipping away at the stéréotypés. There is this very rich vein of music in Finland mat isn't the veiy dark meta! or goth thing that Finland is known for," says Paul Cheetham, a for- mer Mean Fiddler promoter now working as a .and manager specialising in Finnish artists with mternational prospects, including Sister Flo and Aatrid Swan. "When I went out there seven years 

4 

ago, I was just surprised at the level of talent in the country and the fact that there was nowhere for it to go." Since then, Finland has built links with the music industiy beyond its borders which helped it to overseas sales of €21.7m in 2004 (source; Media Clever Oy). And given that leading bands such as The Rasmus, HIM and Nightwish are signed abroad, that figure only represents part of the revenue generated by the music of Finland in that blockbuster year. Finland's growth is ail the more impressive in light of the fact thàt until the mid-Nineties, with notable exceptions, the Finnish music industry existed almost entirely to furnish the domestic market. Even today, there is the sense that the Finns make their music largely for themselves - Finnish-produced répertoire accounts for 58% of sales at home, without the help of a radio quota. According to Epe Helenius, managing director of Poko Records, formerly one of Finland's oldest indies and now a subsidiaiy of EMI Finland. what Finnish musicians and labels lacked until the Nineties was a teraplate for growth. "Everyone went to Midem m the Eighries and early-Nineties, but it was only when bands like HIM started making it big that Finnish compa- nies started seriously signing and developing bands for export purposes," he says. ^n swne- body shows you the way, it is easier to follow. Before that, we had some occasional thmgs hke Hanoi Rocks in the Eighties, but those were more 
" vâ™1* Seppo careers of HIM and The Rasmus, haxangalsohan- dîed Hanoi Rocks during their heyday. While h.s ,.„nt dvirees broke in very différent ways - 
HIMria a slov-buming internet buzz and word- 

When I went ont [to Finland] seven years 
ago, I was surprised at the level of talent in the country and the fact that there was nowhere for ittogo 

of-mouth, The Rasmus with an explosive radio hit - the geographical path they took was similar. "With both of them, we started very slowly, building it up in both cases through Germany, which seems to be a pretty open market and much more easily accessible than the UK and the US," says Vesterinen. HIM registered their first German nuraber one album on their second attempt with Razor- blade Romance in 2000, but last autumn their fifth album, Dark Light, signalled a dramatic global expansion. It hit the Top 10 in Germany, Austria, Italy, Spain, Greece, Sweden and Switzerland and breached the Top 20 in the UK and the US for the first time. Dark Light has now sold around 800,000 copies Worldwide from a career total of 4,5m. The Rasmus chalked up 1.5m album sales with their fourth album, 2003's Dead Letters, thanks largely to the success of the In The Shadows sin- gle, although the two albums since then have not crossed over internationally to such an extent. The success of such bands has helped to power the growth of the local infrastructure. Last year, members of The Rasmus launched their own Helsinki-based label, Dynasty Recordings, and signed local rock/hip hop group Kwan, which features Rasmus guitarist Pauli Rantasalmi. "It is not a case of The Rasmus forming a label for their side projects," says co-founder Antti Eriksson, formerly of Universel Finland. "We def- initely have a wider ambition to find new talent here in Finland. At the moment we have only two artists - Kwan and vonHertzenBrothers - because you need to make sure that you have the resources to handle ail aspects of the business, "In Finland, there are already a lot of indie labels and production companies and more are 



on the way. The amount of good product grows Pigoonl ail the time and, Finland being a small market, means that breaking new bands is getting even _lssocia more difficult." ooth-ro Dynasty distributes through Universal at home, ^th0 0 
although it is stil! planning its international steps. (i"ft) " "We want to keep ail our paths open and not be Rasmus restricted to one,'' says Eriksson. ''ict^ Other independents concur, tliough the acqui- sition of the country's two leading indies by majors - Poko by EMI in 2001, Spinefarm by Uni- versal the following year - demonstrates that the big boys still have their charms. Traditionally, we have had strong independent labels that have been able to compete with the majors in every way, including in financial terms," says Helenius. The advantage of an indie, he adds, is that it is able to contemplate ail possible means of getting its artists released overseas, whereas major acts must take their chances with the major network into which they have signed. With so many major-signed Finnish bands fighting for an international release, many are necessarily disappointed. Paul Cheetham says he understands why local majors balk at pushing too many of their acts internationally. "It is a question of économies," he says. "Finland is such a small country that gold is only 15,000 sales and once you have made a video and done a 10-date tour of Germany, then that's ail the money gone." For that reason, he adds, some indies con- sciously avoid local major deals. "We tend to be looking for deals internationally and, because we own the masters, we can look for a distribution deal or licensing, or we can even sell the masters 

Fùiland lias a population of just 5m and one of the lowest population densities in the world and, as with many other small music-producing nations, its music industry is a well-integrated opération. Record companies such as Poko and Rockadil- lo have operated 360 degree business models for décades. Ncwer ventures such as King Foo Enter- tainment (Nightwish, Children of Bodom) and Fullsteam Records (Disco Ensemble, Callisto) do likewise, variously acting as label, publisher, man- ager and booking agency. "One of the reasons is that the local market is so small that to be able to survive you need these dif- varttina: sing in ferent revenue streams," says Helenius. "You can't a northem really live on records alone. Some of the artist mortnnnsdo managers don't like the 360 degree model not understand, because they don't want to have ail their eggs ir " one basket. Then again, some of them want t( have it for themselves." 

Helsinki Music Company, launched two years - ■ ■ - • director Kallo- nen, releases HIM's recordings in their home- land and therefore has to match the majors punch for punch. "In Finland, even though we are independent, we need to be able to treat artists like majors do," says Nordstrom. "We have HIM in Finland and that means even though we are small, we need to be able to get number one albums." Nordstrom also believes Finnish record compa- nies need to focus on success at home before attempting to export their talent. "It is not that healthy to be too dépendent on international suc- cess," he says. "In Finland, if you do well you can sell 100,000 records and you can live on that. We havearosterofeight to 12 acts in différent stages of development and we need to do solid business in Finland." Although the Finnish music industry is plan- ning for growth and its artists are champing at the bit, there are many challenges ahead. Even with so many acts launching themselves onto the global market, talk of a Finnish boom may be counter- productive, according to Seppo Vesterinen. "The domestic market is really healthy, in that even unsigned bands can do quite a lot of touring and develop their act, and obviously that helps to develop international success, but there are lim- its," he says. "There are only so many bands that can make it through ; you wouldn't really want to exaggerate the Finnish phenomenon." In view of Finland's efforts to demonstrate the diversity of its output, the nomination of the GWAR-ish Lordi as its Eurovision nomination might also be regarded as something of a back- 

W!"Irf Finland. we have no Eiffel Tower, few real famous artists, it is ffeezing cold and we sufîer from low self-esteem," Lordis lead singer Tomi Putaansuu recently told the New York Times by way of an introduction to his homeland. After the English-language explosion which spawned the big successes of the Nineties, there has been a suggestion of a swing back in faveur of Finnish-language music in the last year or two. "Singing in English is not as crédible as it was five years ago," says Cheetham. The feeling I get is that it is harder to be taken seriously if you are an English-language band." Paulina Ahokas believes such an analysis has some truth to it, but she adds that to be able to note a décliné in English-language music in Fin- land is a sign of the times in itself. "Ten years ago, there were virtually no English-singing bands get- ting signed in Finland," she says. "That changed dramatically around 2000 - ail of a sudden there were at least 20 Finnish artists who sang in Eng- lish getting released, being played on the radio and going to number one. "Perhaps there is a small backlash when it cornes to getting airplay for English-speaking artists, the reasons for which I could only specu- late on, but it's not a major thing yet," she adds. Indeed, there are even signs that Finnish-lan- guage music can be successful outside its native land. Traditional vocal group Varttina sing in a northern Finnish dialect many Finns do not understand, but they have career album sales of around 500,000 and recently inked a deal with Real World. They have also contributed much of the music to the new stage production of Lord Of The Rings, which recently premiered in Toronto and is due to arrive in the UK next spring. Phillip Page, an expatriate Texan based in Helsinki, promûtes the cause of Finnish ethnie music through his Hoedown Artists Représenta- tion company as manager, record label and book- ing agent. Hoedown's rester includes artists such as Varttina and intemationally-renowned accor- dion virtuoso Kimmo Pohjonen, who regularly sells out London venues such as the Barbican, and who is currently touring in collaboration with the non-Fripp members of King Crimson. Page attributes the health of such distinctively Finnish acts to the efforts of music development organisations such as Esek and Luses, which pro- 
not very much, but it helps keep the scene alive and the people who are in charge there are very sharp, clever and easy to deal with," he says. For anyone looking for evidence of sisu, con- sider the fact that, as their star rises, Varttina are currently cueing up their first DVD, which fea- tures a live concert recorded three years ago for the band's 20th anniversary. So that is what the Finns raeau by getting the job done, however long it takes. 

iell 500,000 



With this week's 
Music Week... 7 Don Johnson Big II Astrid Swan: I Evcr Fin Band: Road "    8. The Crash; Big 

Mot your usual suspects 

From rock to jazz and rap to indie, Stuart Clarke highlights 14 of Finland's hottest new 
artists, wno are ail are featured on Music Week's latest promotional CD, 'Corne Hear. Finland' 
l Disco Ensemble; We Might Fall Apart MW first came across Disco Ensemble in October last year when the band played at Muzik e Media - (he three day music conférence focused on showcasing Finnish music to the global music industry. Tlie band pack a serious punch with their blistering live show and have a knack for writing hooky, hard-hitting rock songs with political lyrical messages. This track is lifted from their second album, First Aid Kit 
2. Sister Flo: White Noise Mailing from southern Finland, five- piece Sister Flo released their début album, Boys of Cat in 2001 through 

it earned the band critical acclaim at home and secured some healthy radio play. White Noise is lifted from the band's second full-length album, Magicians Hat, which was released in their homeland in September. 
3. Lodger: Floozy With An Uzi Lodger generated something of a cuit following in Finland after a simple flash animation for their 2003 demo, Doorstep, was widely distributed online. Based on a simple stick man concept, the video went on to win Best Flash in the Bradford Ar Festival, as well as triumphing in Oulu Music Video Festival in Nowsignedto Capitol, th album, How Vulgar, w; September last year. 
APepe Deluxe: The Cloud Six Formed in 1997, Pepe Deluxe's breakthrough hit came in the shape of a song called Woman In Blue, which sampled Tony Hatch and Nina Simone. The track caught the attention of Levi's music people and the band ended up re-recording a version ofit for the fashion labels Twisted Jeans campaign. Since then the group have remixed for the likes °f Tom Jones, Jacknife Lee and their 2003 album, Béatitude, won them Wemational attention. Their sound is a fusion of genres, resulting in a S0l|nd that is dreamy, uplifting and rather cool. 
neismki-based duo Uusi Fantasia.... aamed a réputation as a strong live band and pen music which blends bisco with reggae, funk and jazz, e their recorded music is unlikely 

to make any serious impact internationally, the potential is there for the band to take their live show to a much broader audience. 
6. Nicole Willis And Tlie Soul Investigators: Feeling Free From their third album Keep Reachin' Up, Feeling Free sees Nicole Willis (who has previously released music as a solo artist) firmly finding her feet stylistically. The album is enjoying a i within the UK's e and the band appeared on the cover of popular fenzine Soul Up North in January this year. Willis and co have already bi 

7. Don Johnson Big Band: Road Don Johnson Big Band are popular in Finland. Their latest self-titled album (their third) rocketed straight 
albums chart upon its release last month and this track-the album's first single-achieved m success the previous week. Accomplished songwriters, th music is rooted in hip-hop but on a variety of styles and is ui enough to stand o ' ' 

8. The A staple chart topper in Finland since the release of their début album, Comfort Deluxe 1999, The Crash create a sound that is a little bit cock 
any insincerity that you may associate with the aforementioned genre, Their audience outside of Finland has grown since the release of their second album in 2002, which spawned the European radio hit Lauren Caught My Eye 

'exhilarating concoction of wild female vocals, crisp, asymmetric rhythms and stirring Nordic mélodies", while BBC Radio Three praised the band's "seemingly unstoppable crcative energy". With its complex and alluring mélodies, Riena/Anathema 
proof tlie group are far from running 

loud, guitar-driven sound that will draw comparisons to early Hole, minus the pop sensibility. A three- piece from Helsinki - two girls, one guy - the band signed to Poko Records in 2000. 
13. Boys Of Scandinavia: Why Do You Love Me This track was released as a limited 

ings earlier this month ând is currcntly enjoying healthy régional radio support Their sound is a strangely alluring electro-funk fusion in the style of DFA. A studio-based collective hailing from Helsinki, they healthy praise from nominee at this yearis Femmagala 

10. Vârttinâ; Riena/Anathema Miero, Vârttinâ's latest album and Uth to date, earned Finland's most successful contemporary folk music group three-star reviews upon its release in the UK in January. The 

îrt: Ail Wrong Bitch Alert already enjoy niche awareness in the UK thanks to support from the likes of Kenvng! and Métal Hammer, who got bchind the band in 2004, when EMI released the ...Riot album and the band played a 28-date UK tour. Their music is a 

chart thi pop songs ess an effortlessness that only cornes from performing together as a band over a number of years (they released their first album, Yellow, in 1997). Currently touring extensively at home, the band are planning a UK trip later this year. 

Europe award 



EDITORIAL 
MARTIN TALBOT 

MP Shaun Woodward could find his predecessors are hard acts to follow 

New minister has a lot to live up to 
After two such characters, it is easy to take for grant- 

ed such characteristics in a Government minister. It certainly wasn't always so, as anyone who recalls the music industryh relationship with Government in the Eighties and early Nineties will recall. But Pumell and Morris have raised the bar. On the face of it, Woodward has no spécial interest in music. The MP for St Helens used the announce- ment of his new rôle to voice immédiate interest in the broadcast industry, in which he worked for 10 years. Among the 30 or so issues highlighted on his own website, "culture" is the nearest you get - but then a local MP's site is always going to be more engaged by issues of local crime, drinking laws and smoking bans. Of course, Woodward could make more impact than either of his predecessors however - by oversee- ing the approval of the UK's first Music Council. Such a unit would create greater stability, and thus soften the blow of departing future ministers, while also pro- viding a central channel through which to channel music industr/s views. In what is going to be a crucial year for the music industry, Woodward can leave a lasting legacy - and impact on govemment relations forever. 

Anyone looking for any insights into the background of our new "music minister", would do well to approach Google with caution. Adding the words "Shaun" and 'Woodward" into that celebrated search engine produces some extreme results. While the first resuit is an innocuous link to his own personal website, the second links to a Guardian news feature from 2002 which heralds him as "Britain's most despised MP". At that time, of course, the Guardian was reflecting on his controversial décision to defect, from the Tory party to New Labour. But, while the Guardian's asser- tion may seem a little harsh four years on, Woodward certainly has a challenging job ahead of him. Tire departure for pastures new by James Pumell is not great news for the music industry. It is frustrating that he has moved on so quickly, but that is the nature of career politics. But aside from that, in his short time as "music min- ister", Pumell demonstrated a warmth for the sector. That he was so readily accepted is to his particular créd- it given that he followed another highly regarded min- ister with responsibility for creative industries, Estelle Morris. 

Music in the Middle East is 

continuing to show promise 

must be followed, due to cultural issues or live 

■n-aditionally a stop-over destina- tion for Western aets entertaining the expats on their way from Europe to Asia, The Middle East has changed and a strong arts scene has de tries such as Egypt; Here the try produces local recognised artists, but The Gulf states are still very much an expat 
Arab and western communities wanting their "own" entertainment. The international promoted enter- tainment now covers anything 
There should now 
be more interest in 
upcoming artists 
from Bollywood dance and music extravaganzas to top international pop stars such as Destiny's Child, Ricky Martin and Jennifer Lopez. Promoting our own shows in the région since 1992, Mirage Pro- 
rience in working the very différent markets and it is indeed différent stratégies which need to be applied when producing a Ricky Martin concert in Cairo as opposed to a Jennifer Lopez concert in Dubai. 

ï local talent releasing their own music, touring the région and building fan bases, hopefully onc day we will see a significant percentage of our opération cover- ing Middle East talent promotions. Recently our international talent représentation and event co-pro- motions have helped us when pro- moting the Middle East to talents and agents around the world. There has been a big change in the Middle East entertainment scene over the past 10 years. There should now be more interest in 

sified audience of multiple cultures. It is no longer so difficult to con- vince an artist to consider perform- ing in the Middle East. However, it is still a challenge to convince them that we do not need an event so badly that we can offer silly money. Fees will have to be set according to normal market conditions.  Thoinas Ovesen is général mr 

Can Take Thal's new album 
match their tour's success? 

Take That are following a sell-out reunion tour by recording their first new album in more than a decade. But can they transfer the success of the tour playing ail their old hits into selling an album of new material? 
Peter Tudor, Wembley Arena "We bad 53,000 fans in to see them and they dld a couple of new songs in the set and thirgs noticeably calmed down, because they were new and because people didn't know the words, The enthusiasm they've got is still quite remarkable, but they're going to have to work very hard, because they're dealing with a new auHiom-o which islOprlZ' they had first I Alan Edwards, The Outside Organisation "Judgingbythe incredible fan base on tour, excellent shows and new song that they perform - which were written last year -1 think the answer is yes. They still look great 

seem to have lo 

i great gig and iftheyca,, couvert that enthusiasm into record sales then yes. As always, the key will be m the quality of the 

songwriting. Good songs don't always make it, but if you've already got a fan base that is still prepared to turn out to see you then I think they've got a real chance. You'd be stupid not to try."   Alison Wenhani, Aim "Is Robbie on it? I worked with Gary Barlow for some time and he is a very good songwriter, a real musician and 1 think he has been unfeirly treated. Tm sure there are enough girls out there whose hearts were broken for the first time when the band broke up to go out and 
Steve Orchard, GCap Media "They can do it once, but whether they can rebuild a whole new phase of their career will dépend on that new record being full of stunningly good songs. There's a huge amount of goodwill out there for them, particularly among a female audience, but if they're to build a second stage of their career then that first album needs to be full of the songwriting and production skills we remember them for. They need to make a killer album."   Keith Black, Woolworths "Everything dépends on the quality of the material. Take That are a huge act, they've got a following that will buy the album whatever happens. If they can produce material as good as they could in the Nineties, then they will sell records by the bucket load." 



im is edlted by Jim Larkin 
Kerrang! Radio MD Adrtan SeHe ,5 in jubilant mood 
after seeing the Emap brand's West Midlands station 
capture four golds at the Sony Radio Awards 

Have the four gold winsfor Kerrang! 105.2 sunk in yet? I don't think they have. It was pretty amazing.You go to these things hopeful. anxious and excited ail at the same time and we thought there were one or two awards we had a chance of getting something from and maybe even scrape a gold in one of the catégories. So en Rick [Shaw, the music programme award] won gold, withwhatl think was the fourth award of the evening, it was pretty amazing. It was almost like winning the Lottery, seeing your halls corne up one after another. I got a brilliant text from Stuart Williams, who's the editor of the magazine, and he said, 'If you win set fire to the table and if you lose bum the fucking building.' nie West Midlands station hasn't yet been on the air for two y but had a stronger showing at the Sonysthan commercial stations that have been around for years. How bas it managed that? ifs been absolutely phénoménal. The thing it cornes back to is we've been ableto create something from scratch. We've not been burdened by héritage or historical ways of thinking so we've been able to create something which is fresh and unique and the fect is the audience we talk to expect and demand that level of irreverence. Our relationship with Ofcom is pretty good and we're given licence to do that Are there any lessons here 
leam from Kerrangi? 

I something pretty unique and something that stands out and serves its audience well. The focus on the music has helped and we also deliver a station that sounds real - and the fact it sourds real means you îl outside the 
How do you balance having a station that is both régional in the West Midlands and a national one via digital and other platforms? It's quite simple - because the people generally listening love the music and thats the case whether they live in Birmingham or Glasgow. We're just about to go to simulcast locally and nationally, so it will be pretty much the same across the UK, so people nationally will get the Ugly Phil show and ail the content Being local in the West Midlands isn't the biggest thing for us. The biggest thing on our agenda is the music. The listeners want something that is relevant to them so if there is something local that is relevant 

theyll get it, but if something is happening in, say, London that is relevant we'll feature that too. It's just moving eut of that local radio mindset After Kerrangi présenter Lucio won gold at the 2005 Sony Awards he was lured to Xfm, so could this year's wins mean you 
tuckily we've signed them ail up. One thing Tm particularly proud of is when you sit down with these oeoole - it can be anyone from i 

people see a great future for it It's grawing and exciting so that probably helps us retain great talent The fact we've won four golds shows this is a good place to work. It's a destination place for people to work at What is next on the agenda for Kerrangi Radio? The biggest growth opportunities are in the new technologies, how people are going to consume média If people 
their phones or the 
develop the brand 're lookmg mto. J 105.2 West Midlands won four gold awards at last Monda/s Sony Radio 
station of the year with a potential 

The Beatles still remain the best known band not available on Apple's hugely successfui iTunes Music Store following Apple Corps' failure in the High Court trademark case last week. 
1 guess Apple Corps are pretty Pipped off by Justice Mann's décision? You guess right They've certainly nad a bite taken out of them, a though Beatles lawyer Nicholas Valner prefers the more pedestrian description; "We're pretty disappointed," Although, he also finds me décision "curious". Whats Valner's problem? well, for starters, he reckons the 1 ge rejected pretty much every argument advanced by Lord Grabiner w Apple Computer, but still found in tsfavour. Isthatit? 
j^antaUtheiegais? 
Okay. Valner also states that the Iddge found that the record label's exclusive province includes recordings "ansmitted in intangible form and, werefore, agréés that Apple Corps' 

my covers a download L But Ile believes it is listent for the judgetohold that the use of the Apple logo on the iTunes Music Store is not in use in connection with the downloaded music. You getting this? Um, yeah...go on. Well, the judgeavoided this "inconsistency" in two ways. Firstly, Valner believes he places a narrow construction upon the words on or in connection with". Secondly, he gives an interprétation of clause 43 of the contracL.okay, I know you're not following this. _ You're right Give me the simple version. Okay, well, according to Simon Baggs, partner atWigginswh,c 
advises the BRI among others - the judge used a lot of interprétation. Baggssays that when the two 
Apples agreed their contract in 1991 downloading on the internet was but 
an apple seed in the ground It looks to me like he has interpreted the contract as if the technology that exists now was available then, he says."I think he has read more mto it than what was there. So what happens next. It's an apple peel. Huh? 

Sorry, an appeal. Apple Corps manager Neil Aspinall doesn't mince his words why. "With great respect to the trial judge, we consider he has reached the wrong conclusion". So more legals? Valner says Apple Corps has 21 days to file, but the actual case could be up to 15 months away. At least there won't be any fresh evidence to consider because appeals turn on the evidence already submitted. And what's the chances of the other Apple winning this time? Good, according to Baggs, "Often appeals are based on fact, but here we are looking at three appeal judges interpreting something in the same way as the trial judge, which might not happen." he adds. And then The Beatles go on iTunes? Quite titerally that is the $64m question, because the revenues from Beatles sales on an internet platform like iTunes wouldsoonrackup. But for now, Apple Corps. EMI and Eversheds are remaining tight lipped and it certainly looks unlikely that the 
Fab Four would do a deal before this case isfinished. After that the considered opinion from our learned friendsis the group would befoolish 

DOOLEY'S DIARY 

À 
McGee has pop 
at Warner exec 
Remember where you heard it Up in Aberdeen, the Motormouthed star of Go North last week was, without doubt Alan McGee, who got into a Tively debate" with an Amercian exec from Warners on one of the Q&A McGee suggested 

One.,.. Meanwhile, Bobby Kray is enjoying growing label interest with deals on the table from fhree majors, and the A&R numbers at Bluelight Research gigs are growing ever bigger. Jack Penate has been a name on everyone's lips of late and his addition to the line-up at Lily Allen's Y0Y0 residency made for one of the weeks hottest tickets last Thursday. Meanwhile Amanda Ghost is stirring A&R interest the other side of the pond. Jhe release schedule for the latter half of 2006 is packed with 
Dooley got a taste of another one last week in the shape of The Rapture's nev/ie. Danger Mouse has given their abrasive, angular riffs a new angle 

annoyances to artist managers, to which the Warner exec took exception. With characteristic flourish, and referring to the EMI/Wamer merger talks, McGee said, "Let me tell you - you're going to be redundant in two months' time. You're going to be on the fuckin' dole.".. Has there been a stranger awards bash than last weeks Sony Radio presence of Dame Ean presenting the night's nu 
witnessed the spectacle Moyles and Paul Gambaccini duetting on James Blunfs You're Beautiful. Moyles, who had waited "16 fucking years" (to quote the man himself) to win an award wasn't about to let his moment slip by unnoticed...On the EMI has emerged battle to sign Airtraffic, while Mercury has secured Amy McDonald; readers may be familiar with both 
Playlist Fortune Drive Playlist 

record company very soi 
notes that down in sunny Spain, Sony BMG has managed to bag the top 11 albums, John Prescott was at ' 

welcome at one party las where he joined host Paul Gambaccini (left) and PPL boss Fran Nevrkla (right) at the PPL Jazz Awards, held at the House Of Gommons (pictured)...In tum, well dore to V2 Publishing, whose writer Steve Robson has had his second country number one single in the US with a track for Rascal Flatts. Robson has three songs on the aefs current album, which is the fastest and 
has secured none other than living footballing legerd Peie for a signing this week. Those who wish to cower at the feet of the Brazilian superstar should 

More than 600 delegates from around the world turned out in Los Angeles last week for the second Muscxpo conférence organised by the irrepressiblc Sat Bisia and the rest of the A&R Worldwide team. Panciiists were as diverse as Starbucks music boss Ken Lombard, Live Nation's Michaol Rapino and Virgin Records US cliicf Jason Flom, wliile MW Playlist favourite Lily Allen won most praise of the new artists tippcd on the tastemaker radio programmers 

panel co-hosted by Afusà Pictured are (back row, i-rj panciiists KDLD "tndie 103JFM" Los Angeles' Michaol Steole, KROQ & KCRW Los Angeles DJ Jason Bentley, Finest City Broadcnsting's Kevin Staplcford, Yahoo! Music's Jay Frank, Germany's Moto FM's Mariius Kuehn, Nnpstei's Jeff Smith and BBC Radio One DJ Miko Davies with (front row, 1-r) MW piibllsher Ajax Scott, KCRW Los Angeles' Nie Hareourt and WFNX's Max Tolkoff. 



The latcst jobs are also available online 
Booking deadline' Tbursday lOam for publication tbe follovving Monday (sp. permitbng). Cancellation deadline 10 

Music Managers Forum British Music House 26 Berners Street London W1T 3LR 

A _ exciting position is available within the /ai I premier trade association for Music Managers in the UK as their Membership Officer. The successful candidate will have an overall awareness of our sector and the wider industry for Ihis predominantly administrative but potentially expansive rôle within the organisation, servicing the needs of the membership. High attention to détail, exemplary communication skills and a creative attitude are essential, with basic accounting & IT skills désirable. The Membership Officer will be required to work closely with the General Secretary and the Board of Directors to work on day to day administrative tasks, events and new and existing initiatives to retain and recruit new members from across the UK. 
Candidates are asked to forward their CVs by email to James Sellar (General Secretary) - James@musicmanagersforum.co.uk with a covering letter explaining their suitability for the 

Advertise yottr position direct to the key music industry players Call Maria 020 792Î 8315 Email maria@niusicweek.coin 

Démon Music Group (DMG) is the UK's lorgest independent record compony, speciolising in the creative production and marketing of CDs and music DVDs. 
With 16 labels spanning ail genres and price points, from low-price box-sels to 
full-price TV Advertised albums, repertoire is sourced from leading companies around 
the world as well as using it's own vast rights library. 
NATIONAL ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE 
Reporting inlo the Head of Sales, you will be nesponsible for maximising the sales potential of ail DMG products within our account base. You will therefore be expeded to maintain a high profile for ail our tilles whilst pursuing promotional/campaign and other new sales opportunities. In addib'on, you will manage ail aspects of the customer relalionship which will include luily briefing cuslomers on ail new releases. You will need to be aware of ail compelitar activily, using this and market knowledge to feed back information on an/ potenHal new products or initiatives. 
The successU candidate will have sales and music industry experience as well as negoHation and inlluencing skills. You will have excellent inlerpersonal skills with the ability la communicate at ail levels and build strong working relationships. 
If you are intenested in this exciting opporlunily, please forward a comprehensive CV with covering lelier (induding salary détails) to Karen Potier, Human Resources Advisor, 2 enlertain Ltd, 33 Foley Street, London, W1W TTLor email 2erecruitmenl@2entertain.co.uk 
The dosing date for applications is Friday 26lh May 2006. 

Small but highly regarded music PR company are seeking a publicist. An enthusiastic, literate music-lover wrth a good knowledge of UK press. 
Rease send CV and a covering letter to: seemycv@gmaj|.com Salary negotiable 

amato distribution 
Label Manager 
Strong music ail rounder with particular product knowledge of electronic singles, compilation and album markets required. Primary rôle is to facilitate releases through liaison between Labels, Product Managers, Digital, Marketing, Sales Dept's and Retail. A minimum of two years experience in a label or distribution capacity is essential. 

M/iii 

Jeffrey Kaye ACA. Roger Brtghten 

Marketing Assistant/PA 
Wienerworld, leading independent music DVD distributor, requires a Marketing Assistant/PA starting eariy dune to join a small team in our new offices close to Queensbury Station (Jubilee line). 
Idéal candidate would have some experience in the marketing and sales of DVD repertoire. Interest in ail genres of music essential. Also to act as PA/Secretary to our Managing Director. 
Salary c £20,000 p.a. 

If you fit the but. please send your CVto Laura Berman. by e-mail to lauratSwienemortd.œ- or call her on 020 8427 2777 for f - ■ 

get to the latest jobs 
wherever you are 
whenever you want 
before person sitting next to you ... 

MUSICWEEK. 



Classified ^ 
Contact; Maria Eriwafds, Music Week Classified Sales, CMP Information, ara Floor, Ludgate House, 245 Blackfriars Road, London SO 9UR T: 020 79218315 8:020 7560 4010 E:niaria^inusicwcck.Mm 

Notice Board: £18 (min. 4cni x 1 ai. SpotcolouraddIO* Fuit colour add 20% rtes subject te slanda/d VAT 

The latest jobs arc also availablc online every Monday at www,mu5icweckxom Booking deadiine 1 liursday lOam (or publication Ihc followng Monday (SjBce pemiilting). Caocellation deadiine: lOam Vi/cdnesday prier to poblic.iliOii (for sériés bookings: 17 days pner to puWicalion). 
BUSINESS TO BUSINESS 

Sparinlist   in Replacement Cases & Packaging itei 
• CD single cases - ail types of double CD 

• Card masterbags CD, Video, Cassette - 7" 10" 12" -- o" & i 2" POLYLINED Po^hene sleeves & Resealable sleeves 

566^3 Tôt! RECORDS WANTED 

.2 732033 Fax: 01962 732032 

U3 

West London Studio & Office Space 

Cal: 07771743077 

siMki. 

STOCK URGENTLY REQUIRED Wepiy CASH for JOBLOTS & OVERSTOCKS new or used DVD & CD Tel; 020 8641 8545 Email: colin@stockx.co.uk StockXchange, 79 Stonecot Hill, Northcheam, Surrey (nr Morden & Sutton) Open 7 days a week 

KINETEC RECORDS 
Mms NÔ.1 UNDERGROUND DANCE MUSIC|PECW0STS ^UralftESIÎS^glONL KinE:Te^ 

wwwKinip^p^cQr n 

TECHNO. ACID TECHNOHARD TECHNO 
HARD DANCE. HARD TRANCE, HARDCORE 
DRUM & BASS, BREAKBEAT. HARD HOUSE 
DEEP HOUSE. ELECTRO, SCRATCH & DJ TOOLS 
MERCHANDISE. CLOTHING. RECORD BAGS & BOXES. SLIPMATS 
DJ HARDWARE. MUSIC PRODUCTION HARDWARE & SOFTWARE & MUGH MORE... 

'inSm-.J BU m m M j/Êf Km! S 
ISA LITRE PORTUND STREET. LONDON 
T : +44 (0) 20 7323 5303 F. +44 (0)-20 7323 5909 E; info@kinetec.com W; www.kinetec.com ♦w 0PEN1NG HOURS; • -Wf' 
'm 
M M M M m m m r 

to place an advertisement 

maria@miisicweek.cani 
: 

JUKE BOX SERVICES 
SALES, REPAIRS AND RENTALS 

020 8288 1700 
15 LION ROAD, TWICKENHAM MIDDLESEX TW1 4JH howroom Open. with car park. 

FRAMED 

AWARDS 
www.awardframers.co.uk 

Visit www.musicweekdirectory.com 
for free company listings 



ALL THE 

SINGER'S 

HOLIDAY 

PHOTOGRAPHS 

COME BACK 

TO LIFE 

CADS06 Music Vision Awards 

In association with MTV 
Hammersmith Palais June 8 2006 
www.musicweek.com/cads 
Tickets: jamess@musicweek.com 
Sponsors: AFM Lighting, ONE8SIX, VPL, 
Music Mail, ITN Archive, Promo, Music Week, 
MVPA, VTR, StudioThomson and CMCS 
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Britain's most 
comprehensive 
charts service 

Week 19 

SINGLES NUMBERONE GNARLS BARKLEY CRAZY (Wamer Bros) Now at number one for seven weeks, Crazy moves into a five-way lie with Tony Christie's (Is This The Way To) Amarilio (2005) and Chei-'s Believe (1998), Spice Giris' Wannabe (1996) and Robson & Jerome's Uachained Melody/White Cliffs 0( Dover a995) as the longest-running nnmber one since Wet Wet Wet's revival of Love Is Ail Around spent 15 weeks at the top in 1994. 
ALBUMS NUMBERONE RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS STAD1UM ARCADIUM (Wamer Bros) Twenty-eight songs, playing time 102 minutes 34 seconds, 6,175 digital sales, 127,282 regular double-CD sales. 69,042 Oigipak CD sales, 202,499 total sales = RHCP'sthird number one, 
COMPILATIONS NUMBERONE VARIOUS NOW! 63 (EMI/Virgin/UMTV) A 29.2% dip in sales to 20,624 for Now! 63, whose 34-day total of 367,958 is well down on recent Now! albums but it is still the year's biggest-selling compilation, with Floorfillers: Club Classics a distant second on sales of 196,377. 
RADIO A1RPLAY 
GNARLS BARKLEY CRAZY (Wamer Bros) On ils seventh week at number one on the airplay chart, Gnarls Barkley's Crazy, incredibly, reaches ils highest plays tally yet increasing from 2,908 to 2,945, while also improving its margin over its nearest challenger from 36% to 69%, 

ALBUMS TH1SWEEK The Raconteurs Broken Toy Soldicrs (XL); Phoenix It's Never Been Like That (Virgin); Feeder The Singles (Echo); Ron Sexsmith Time Being (V2); Grandaddy What Happened To The Fambly Cat (V2): Hie Beautiful South Supcrbi (Sony BMG) MÀy22 Pet Shop Boys Fondamental (Parlophone); Hot Chip The Waming (EMI); Zéro 7 The Garden (Ultimate Dilemma); Tunng Comments Of The Inner Chorus (Full Time Hobby): We Are Scientists With Love And Squalor (Virgin); Psapp The OnlyThinglEver Wanted (Domino); Less Than Jake In With The Out Crowd (Sire) MÀY29 Orson Bright Idea (Mercury); The Futureheads News And Tributes (679); Uve Songs From The Black Mountain 

Chili Peppers 
spice up 
album sales 
by Alan Jones The fourth album so far in 2006 to sell more than 200,000 copies in its first week in the shops, The Red Hot Chili Peppers' Stadium Arcadium set is the first by a US group to achieve the feaL Already in 2006, there lias been first-week totals of363,735 from The Arclic Monkeys, 216,843 from Journey South and 201,266 from Shayne Ward. The Red-HoUZllilLPeppers' first-week figure of202,493 gave them a slice of more than 10% of the market, but couldn't prevent album sales last week from falling 4.1% over the previous weekto 2,195,218. Of that total, 50,179 was accounted for by downloads and 2,145,039 by physical sales, which were up 4.3% on the 2,057,148 tally they achieved in the same week last year. Year-to- date physical sales of 48,208,571 are running 0.27% ahead of 2005's same-stage tally of 

While The Red Hot Chili Peppers are the eighth différent act to début at number one on th album chart in as many weeks - Snow Patrol, Gnarls Barkley, Shayne Ward, The Streets, Morrissey, Embrace and Journey South are the others - the singles chart remains under the control of Gnarls Barkley's 

UpH r/ 

! than 200,000 copie» 
début single Crazy for the sevi 

The US duo sold a iurther 42,968 copies of Crazy last week - 14.2% down on the previous frame - increasing their total sales to 583.547. The track has now spent as long at number one as any chart-topper since 1994, and shares with Tony Christie's (Is This The Way To) Amarilio, Cher's Believe and Spice Girls' Wannabe the record for most weeks at number one in the last 
The last duo to spend as long at number one was Robson & Jerome, with their début single Unehained Melody/White Cliffs 

previous US duo to spend seven 
Everly Brothers, who did it first in 1958 with the double A-sided smash Ail 1 Have To Do is Dream/Claudette, and again with Cathys Clown in i960. With Gnarls Barkley's slow fade continuing and the Pet Shop Boys securing the week's only Top 10 début, singles sales dip week- on-week by 2.3% to 1,136,470, their lowest level for seven weeks, although they are 46,3% higher than the 766,643 tally they achieved this week in 2005, when Akon's Lonely was number one with sales of59,772. 

(Epie): Herbert Scale(!K7);Boards Of Canada Trans Canada Highway EP(Warp)   
JUNÊ5 Paul Simon Surprise (WEA): Gomez How We Operate (Independiente); Ronan Keating Bring You Home (Polydor); Primai Scream Riot City Blues (Columbia); Sonic Youth Rallier Ripped (Polydor); The Feeling Twelve Stops And Home(lsland): Ed Harcourt Tlie Beautiful Lie(Heavenly): Jewel Goodbye Alice In WondeHand (Atlantic): LeAnn Rimes WhateverWeWant(Curb) JUNË12 J „ Men, Women And Cbildren Men, Women And Cbildren (WEA); Nelly Furtado Loose (Polydor); Keane Under The Iron Sea (Island); Paul Weller Catch- Flame! (V2): The Longcut A Call And Response(Deltasonic); Sean Paul The Trinity (Atlantic) 

Justin Timberlake is nearing completion of bis second solo album, the follow-up to 2002's Justified, whlch spawned the hits Senorita, Rock Your Body, Cry Me A River and Like I Love You. The new album bas been produced by Rick Rubin and will be releascd in September, preceded by a single in lato August Both album and single are currently untitled. 

SINGLES THIS WEEK Orson Bright Idea (Mercury); Christina Milian Say It (Def Jam); The Like What I Say... (Polydor); Morning Runner The GreatEscape (Parlophone)  MAY 22 The Futureheads Skip To The End (WEA): Primai Scream Country Girl (Columbia); Jack Johnson Upside Down (Island): Placebo Song To... (Virgin): Matt WillisUp AH Night (Mercury); Robbie Williams Sin Sin Sin (EMI); The Ordinary Boy59To5(B-Unique)  MAY 29 Prince Fury (Island): Keane Is 11 Any Wonder (Island): Corrine Bailey Rae Trouble Sleeping (EMI): Tony Christie ...The World Cup ITug); Rouan Keating AH Over Again (Polydor)  JUNE5 Claire Sproule Flame (Parlophone): 

SINGLES Sales versus last week:-23% Year to date versus last year; +1114% MARKET SHARES Universal 414% Warner 18.7% Sony BMG 173% EMI 128% Others 9.8% 
ALBUMS Sales versus last week: -3.8% Year to date versus last year. +6.9% MARKET SHARES Wamer 35.6% Universal 321% EMI 142% Sony BMG 14.1% Others 4j0% 
COMPILATIONS Sales versus last week; -6.1% Year to date versus last year -17.3% MARKET SHARES Universal 35.2% Ministryof Sound 2L0% EMI Wamer Sony BMG Others 

179% 6.7% 

RADIO AIRPLAY MARKET SHARES Universal 44.2% EMI 19.6% SonyMusic 129% Wamer 12.9% Others 105% 
CHART SHARE Origin of singles sales (Top 75): UK; 54,7% US: 36,0% Olher 93% Origin of albums sales (Top 75): UiC 54:7% US: 42.7% Other: 26% 

For Mer listings, sec musieweelteom , 
Mariah Carey Say Somethin (Mercury): Embrace World At Your Feet (Independiente): Sugababes Follow Me Home (Island); Nelly Furtado Maneater (Polydor): Crazy Frog We Are The Champions (Gusto), Fightstar Hazy Eyes (Island); Duncan James Sooner Or Later (Innocent): The Streets Never Went To Church(679) JUNE12 José Gonzales Hand On Your Heart (Peacefrog): Bon Jovi Who Says You Can'L., (Mercury): Fatboy Slim That Old Pair Of Jeans (Skint): Shakira Hips Dont Ile (RCA); TJ. Why You Wanna (Atlantic) JONÊW Muse Supermassive Black Hole (WEA); Journey South The Circle (RCA): Yeah Yeah Yeahs Turn Into (Polydor): Jamie Foxx Extravaganza (RCA): The Zutons Valérie (Deitasonic); Editors Blood 



Upfront 

UC&J cracks 

Da Vinci Code 

A team of hooded 
monks will target key 
London locations 
giving away Da Vinci 
Code CD wallets 
HANSZIMMERDA VINCI CODE SOUNDTRACK (UNIVERSAL CLASSICS & JAZZ) Universa] Classics & Jazz is taking its campaign for the Da Vinci Code soundtrack to the streets 

rn & Keep!" nn 
puichase the légal download of the album and transfer it to a CDR, which they can keep in the wallet. Anyone downloading the album, which is released today (Monday), will also receive a bespoke digital booklet, exclusive to downloaders. Marketing director Mark Wilkinson says the focus on digital reflects the sales histoiy of UC&J soundtrack releases in the pasL "What we find with soundtracks is that some of our best sellers are much bigger digitally than they are physically. Gladiator is our best- 

about and it gets the film lalked about," he says. In a further effort to build profile for the soundtrack, UC&J is to mail physical copies of the complété album, a CD wallet and an iPod to monasteries across the UK. "We hope it will become a talldng point and it's something we believe will help spread the word about the album," says Wilkinson. Targeted TV marketing commeneed last week, to coincide with an evening of Da Vinci Code related programming on Five last md will be stepped up over the next three weeks. 

Archie Bronson Outfit 
Dead Funny (Domino 
Records) NICK NEADS, HEAD OF MUSIC, IT PRODUCTIONS "Looking like they have spent agoodfewyears 

    ..p five indie cliché as ihumanly possible; dealingwith manie dépression, disco dancing and oral delights (ooh er!) - this is just intergalactic - 'single of the fortnight' as they used to say and possibly one ofthe albums of2006." 
Rouge feat. Juelz 
Santana Dont Be Shy 
(WlO/Mona/Envy) 

incorporâtes desi-beats ar features US heavyweight rapper of the moment Juelz Santana. This track really is East meets West... and these British girls are going to be a force to be reckoned with in the near future. What a great way to launch a career." 
Justice vs Simian 
We Are Your Friends (10) ANNIE MAC, BBC RADIO ONE "This song is a rousing promise 

friendship 
along on the dancefloor with your arms around your ffiend's shoulders, is always a spécial moment. Coupled with the trademark red-raw sound of Parisian producers Justice, it is a perfect combination of film's UK opening this weekend. 
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Sony BMG hopes Noll will bowl 

them over with C5 cricket theme 
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ALBUM OF THE WEEK Orson Bright Idea 
Mercury 9877384 

SliMCaLE ©F THE WIESC Keane Is It Any Wonder? 

3, 
(IsThis The Way To) The World 

toumament throws up a variety of this, this second single from aysfel musical offerings - and this current album Ringleader Of The Vidndyo/ot «S 
with the bacldng of a school choir. ntrLXe Sntb8:; 
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which has already sold 
andV-Ëte'dby ^Sat 

-as on recent single SkipTo The End - the résulta are brilliant, but 



Airplay 
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TV Airplay Chart 

N . CNARLS BARKLEY CRAZY ^ 4M 2 RIHANNA SOS - ™ W~ 3 « LEANN RIMES AND ITFEELSLIKE 421 4 5 CHRISTINA MILIAN FEAT. YOUNG JEEZYSAYI  WJAH 362 5 5 MAKJAH CARtY FEAL SNOOP DOGG SAY SOMETHIN' m 328 6 LL COOL J FEAT. JENNIFER LOPEZ CONTROL MYSELF 324 6 BEATFREAKZ SOMEBODY'S WATCHING ME OATS 324 84 SUGABABES FOLLOW ME HOME 1SISND 301 
9 8 RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS DANICALIFORNIA ■ | WARN1R BROS m- 

10 MATT W1LL1S UP ALL NIGHT m 271 
11 97 NELLY FURTADO MAN EATER roi™» 255 
12 10 BUSTA RHYMES TOUCHIT „iTO 246 
13 215 PINKWHOKNEW i« 245 
'j S KEANE1S IT ANY WONDER? mm 244 

15 12 SHAYNE WARD NO PROMISES OOHYBMG 235 
16 78 THE STREETS NEVER WENT TO GHURCH m 224 
17 16 INFERNAL FROM PARIS TO BERLIN mo» 211 
18 15 ORSON BRIGHT IDEA 209 
19 H CHRIS BROWN YO (EXCUSE ME MISS) JM 201 
20 17 PUSSYCAT DOLLS FEAT. WILLIAM. BEEP ASM 195 
21 M MARY J.BLIGE&U2 ONE ™ 181 
21 100 SOLU MUSIC FEAT. KIMBLEE FADE he»™» 131 
23 26 CORINNE BAILEY RAE TROUBLE SLEEPING 179 : ■ 
24 19 WILL YOUNG WHO AMI 177 
25 31 NERINA PALLOT EVERYBODY'S GONE TO WAR 174 
26 18 THE KOOKS NAÏVE virai 173 
27 24 SUNBLOCK FIRST TIME 169 
28 21 DUNCAN JAMES SOONER OR LATER ^ 167 
29 27 RONAN KEATING FEAT. KATE RUSBY ALL OVER AGAIN 1M 
30 22 NE-YOSOSICK 163 
31 64 MOBB DEEP HAVE A PARTY oimw™ 162 
31 25 THE DARKNESS GIRLFRIEND M 162 
33 THE ORDINARY BOYS VS LADY SOVEREIGN NINE2FIVE 161 : 
34 32 CHICANE FEAT. TOM JONES STONED IN LOVE 1 r 159 
35 107 JOHN PARR VS TOMMMYKNOCKERS NEW HORIZON OOSIO 156 
36 20 DANNIIMINOGUE SO UNDER PRESSURE AATW 155 
37 30 FALL OIJT ROY DANCF. DANCE 152 
38 33 KELLY CLARKSON WALK AWAY RCA 143 
39 23 THE BLACK EYEDPEASPUMPIT 142 
40 38 SANDITH0M1WISHIWAS A PUNK ROCKER ^ 138 

UIVDarw.UTVftiiHTVEJK&lfPUnl MTOOH 
jumps 69-44. n m Bait' 

Gnarls Barkley and Rihanna hold 
steadyatthetop,whileLeAnn 
Rimes climbs to three and 
Sugababes leap into the Top 10 
me^seSM 

H ' RIHANNA SOS BEFJAU 
31 3 RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS DANI CALIFORNIA «IÎB 
4 8 KEANE 1SIT ANY WONOER? ismi» 
7 4 GNARLS BARKLEY CRAZY WAMRESOS 
9I ' THE KOOKS NAÏVE mm 

hil 

3 3 GNARLS BARKLEY CRAZY WARNER BROS 
51 2 INFERNAL FROM PARIS TOBERUN EVIRORA 

1 CHRISTINA MILLAN FEAT. YOUNG JEEZYSAYI DtfJAM 
lo| 3 LL COOL J FEAT. JENNIFER LOPEZ CONTROL MYSEIE DEFMM MARIAH CAREY FEAT. SNOOP DOGG SAY SOMETHIN' -fflCURv 

Bright Idea; Breaks Co-Op The Othcr 
Keating & Katc 
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Nerina Pallot and Rihanna move into the top 
three, but cannottopple Gnarls Barkley. 
Meanwhile, Corinne Bailey Rae makes 
strong gains with lier new single 
El 
H 2 1 RIHANNA SOSDEFJAM 25 28 20950 2 | l 1 GNARLS BARKLEY CRAZY WARNER BROS 26 26 18290 31 n j LLCOOL JFEAT. JENNIFERLOPEZ CONTROL MYSELF D£f jam 22 25 18772 41 3 i CHRISTINA MIUAN FEAT. YOUNG JEEZY SAY I oef JAM :: 24 17435 Aj s | ARCTIC MONKEYS THE VIEW FROM THE AFTERNOON oomino 23 24 16405 6; 3 jBEATFREAKZ SOMEBQDY'S WAOING ME data 2-1 23 166J8 7 3 | RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS DANICALIFORNIA warner BROS 2-1 22 154% 8 B 1 SNOW PATROL YOU'RE AIL i HAVE fiction 23 21 18256 8| } j INFERNAL FROM PARIS TO BERLIN europa 24 21 12923 10 j 18 THEFEELING FILL MY LITTLE WORLD islahd 16 20 15295 lo| 15 j DIRTY PRETTY THINGS BANG BANG YOU'RE DEAD vertigo 19 20 14895 12) BJ KEANE ISITANYWONDER?isiano 2! 19 144% 12j 3 [FALLOUT BOY DANCEDANCE MERCURY 24 19 13469 12 n | ORSON BRIGHTIDEA mercury v 19 13467 12 19 PRIMAI SCREAM COUNTRY G1RL coiumbia 19 12462 16 23 JACK JOHNSON UPSIDE DOWN brushtire/ISLWD u 17 10560 16 j 171 BLAZE FEAT. BARBARA TUCKER MOST PRECIOUS LOVE defected 17 17 10328 18 j ?51 PINK WHO KNEWsonvbmc !G 15 10880 18( 20 | HARD-FI BETFER DOBETTERneccessary/atlantic 14 15 8996 20 Oj THE ORDINARY BOYS VS LADY SOVEREIGN N1NE2F1VE polyoor 8 14 10922 20| 21 | FEEDER LOS! AND FOUND echo 13 14 9711 221 21 SIGURROS HOPPIPOLLA LUI 13 13 9310 22) 251 OAKENFOLD FEAT BRITTANY MURPHY FASTER KILL PUSSYCAT perfecto 1 B 8592 22j s 1 THE KOOKS NAÏVE virgin 23 B 7694 25 O THESTREETS NEVER WENT TO CHURCH warner BROS : 12 5550 26) 23 CORINNE BAILEY RAE TROUBLE SLEEP1NG gooogroove/EMI 11 11 W6 26| o MUSE SUPERMASSIVE BLACK HOLE warner bros 0 n 7789 26 25 BREAKS CO-OP THE OTHERSIDE parlophone 10 u 7518 29 O i NELLY FURTADO MAN EATER polydor 5 10 6136 29 O! NERINA PALLOT EVERYBODYS GONE TO WAR wthfiûor F. 10 4875 29|ol H WHY YOU WANNA atianto n 10 4030 

W1LL YOUNG WHO AM1SO.'. CORINNE BAILEY RAE 
BEVERLEY KNIGHT PIECE OF MY HEARF pmlophone JAMES BLUNT W15EMEN aiu.wc YOlFREAUIHAVEnci BEATTREAKZ SOMEBQDY'S WATCH1NG ME DM, ER THUNDER IN MY HEART AGA1N tfo 

AY THE HARDEST PART fMLOmo'iE KEANE ISITANYWONDERTISL; EVERYBODYS GONE TO WAR un 
INFERNAL FROM PARIS TO BERLIN EB THEFEEL1NG FILL MYUTTLf WC KELLY CLARKSON BECAUSEOF'/OUBCA SUCABABES RED DRESS lai»! MARYJBIJGE&U2 O.'iEc 
JACK JOHNSON UPSIDEDO'/ffli WNKSmPjDGIRLS lifta W1LL YOUNG ALL TIME LOVE SOK 

LTACK SAY SAY SAY (WAITING 4 YOU) CUSÏÏI ORSON BRIGHTIDEAm RONANKEATÏNC FEAT. KATE RUS8Y ALL OVER AGAIN P(«.vl»R 

The UK Radio Aii 

rnmr GNARLS BARKLEY CRAZY . 2945 1 78.37 0 

4 T" 1 
RTHANNA SOR 1573 -1 46.47 1 
NERINA PALLOT EVERYBODY'S GONE TO WAR 
WILL YOUNG WHO AMI S0N,6MG 

1015 
1872 

15 43.77 
40.68 

24 
•41 

5 3 V SNOW PATROL YOU'RE ALL I HAVE 1459 0 39.43 •16 
6 5 BEATFREAKZ SOMEBODY'S WATCHING ME m 1278 42 38.59 0 

0 KEANE iSITANYWONDER? ISUM) 1095 13 37.97 19 
ffir 0 THEFEELING FILL MY LITTLE WORLD 931 85 34.64 32 

29 CORINNE BAILEY RAE PUT YOUR RECORDS ON Gccoraw®™ 1818 ■4 34.13 ■9 
0 CORINNE BAILEY RAE TROUBLE SLEEPING goqdcboqvmmi w Ji 3314 135 1 V T RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS DANI CALIFORNIA waskerbuos 781 30.30 2 

! ~ "T PET SHOP BOYS l'M WITH STUPID '«ne 370 33 2832 43 
; si 0 PINK WHO KNEW 603 67 27.53 143 

V CHRISTINA MIUAN FEAT. YOUNG JEEZY SAY I oee jam 578 32 2734 10 
— JL BREAKS CO-OP THE OTHERSIDE ' '«ne. 

LL COOL J FEAT. JENNIFER LOPEZ CONTROL MYSELF wjw 
189 
470 

n 
28 

2732 
26.96 

5 
14 

17] « 3 INFERNAL FROM PARIS TO BERLIN ™opa 895 3 26.01 -16 
38. IL JACK JOHNSON UPSIDE DOWN BRUSHTOE/ISUNO 

SHERYL CROW AND STING ALWAYS ON YOUR SIDE polvoor 
742 
255 

159 2532 
20 k 61 GOLDFRAPPFLYMEAWAY MUTE 332 -3 25.07 | 

| âi « 0 PAUL SIMON FATHER AND DAUGHTER «««os 96 300 24.96 60 
19 H BEVERLEY KNIGHT PIECE OF MY HEART mmm 1485 1 24.46 10 

23 | .5 28 ORSON BRIGHTIDEA mercury 629 5 23.91 j&7. 
ifa 2-1 34 NINA SIMONE V GROOVEFINDER AINT GOT NO... SONYMTV 271 3 23.05 ■n 
H 21 16 28 ORSON NO TOMORROW mercury 1122 1 22.16 1 I HtLal Top 50 Efitiy M E^gest i 

CD MASTERING DVD AND ECD AUTHORING VINYL MASTE^C SECURE DIGITAL DELIVERY {WAMINET & FTP) ^ VIDEO CONVERSIONS (ALL FORMATS) ON/OFFLINEAJM 

AUDIO CONVERSIONS VIDEO DUPLICATiCN 

Daughter, plucked 
album Surprise, 
drought The song 

fl 



K 

irplay Chart 

26 O * « JAMES BLUNTWISEMEN 1395 -7 21.62 -14 27 . H 10 10 THE K00KS NAÏVE mcM 901 -5 19,12 ■43 28 a 25 49 KELLY CLARKSON BECAUSE 0F Y0U ECS 802 -14 18.60 o 
» 14 U1K1Y PRtl T Y THINGS BANG BANG YOU'RE DEAD veriiki 381 5 1857 3 

31 JL ° ROBBIE WILLIAMS SINSIN SIN  cHumis 
ARCTIC MONKEYS THE VIEW FROM THE AFTERNOON «MUO 616 

138 
52 18.52 

18,39 
33 
-3 

32 20 19 FALL OUT BOY DANCE, DANCE 351 -18 175 -26 
34 i— 

0 RONAN KEATING FEAT. KATE RUSBY ALL OVER AGAIN «HVOCR 
PRIMAL SCREAM COUNTRY GIRL 555 

375 
26 

3 
175 

17.46 
_246 

35 28 70 BLAZE FEAT. BARBARA TUCKER MOST PRECIOUS LOVE KFKHO 370 -20 16.87 -17 
« 0 KUBB REMAIN 218 -34 16.75 5 

37 2Î 0 JACK JOHNSON BETTER TOGETHER msnnm^ 998 •9 15.91 ■35 
38 30 50 MECK/LEO SAYER THUNDER IN MY HEART AGAIN apoiuv™ 1076 -20 15.17 -27 
39 « ' SHAYNE WARD NO PROMISES WBMO 932 4 14.94 •8 

ItU U 0 THE ORDINARY BOYS VS LADY SOVEREIGN NINE2FIVE 324 47 13.81 61 
41 9 CHICANE FEAT. TOM JONES STONED IN LOVE OOBE 530 -9 13.56 •61 
42 31 FEEDER LOST AND FOUND EO-O 258 ■6 1352 -13 
43 

L o KT TUNSTALL SUDDENLYISEE «s 577 13 13.30 ■8 
KSI 0 NELLY FURTADO MAN EATER w™ 381 23 13.16 44 

45 h 21 CHRIS BROWN YO (EXCUSE ME MISS) « 500 -3 133 -57 
K|l 186 0 PRINCE FURY «vœ* 93 98 13 83 
m 1*0 0 EMBRACE WORLD AT YOURFEET - 48 200 12.77 443 

48 0 COLDPLAY THE HARDEST PART 1070 ■27 12.60 -36 
49 55 20 0 HI TACK SAY SAY SAY (WAITING 4 YOU) OOSTO 578 | -T 1251 T 
50 » M 67 SUGABABES RED DRESS 869 ■40 12.26 -39 

fiPBE 
;R(NG (INC. 7") VIDEO STREAMING - WEB AND MOBILE PHONE /UDIO RESTORATION DVD-R/CD-R DUPLICATION AVID + FCP AUDIO EDITING IN-HOUSE DESIGN TEAM ON DIGITAL ARCHIVING (AUDIO AND VIDEO) 

mi 

SHOW PflTKOL YOU'RE ALLI HAVE  MECK/UO 5AYER THUNDER IN MY HEART AGA1N JACK JOHNSON BEnERTOGETHER n RÊVERLEY KNICHT PIECE OF MY HEART 
NERINA PALLOT EVERYBODVS GONE TO WAR 

m 

| CORINNE BAREY RAE TROUBLE SLEEPING GOLDFRAPP FLY ME AWAY 
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□PERKIMS, CAfiL BLUE SUEDE 
Albums YES TINNITUS Too Pire (CD PURE 192») 

Manu Dibango Essential Recondings (Manteca MANTDBL 505) 

music andthis double-disc release indudes Us most significant and best-Ioved work, with Dibango showing equa] prowess in world, soul, fiink and jazz fields, often fnsing two or more éléments together. Opening track Soul Makossa - penned by Dibango Umself, like ail the 26 recordings on this H6-minute set - is a good example of this. His best-known track, and the inspiration for Micbael Jackson's Wanna Be Starting Something, it started life as a throw away B-side but quickly becarae his calling card. It référencés ail Us musical bases and features not only his distinctive sax work but also Us own gruff vocal inteijections. Irrésistible rhythms, subtle mélodies and contemporary instrumental stylings meld with more traditional instruments and arrangements throughout to produce a thoroughly enjoyable and unique body of work. 

1 songwriter Labi 1 Sifire excelled at I both disciplines I and his I expressive high- pitched voice and économie guitar style provided Us often haunting songs with their perfect outlet. TUs new compilation wiil appeal to many who only came to Um via Madness's cover of It Must Be Love or the sample from I Got The, wUch provides the backbone to Eminera's My Name 1s. Both are here in their original glory, with It Must Be Love being light, ahy and happy as befits its sentiments, while I Got The is a real tour-de-force and one of Sifire's best compositions, with or without the Eminem connection. Running at six and a half minutes, and featuring Chas & Dave as session musidans, it boasts a fine orchestral arrangement and a skittish vocal from Sifire, The whole tempo and style of the track tums into a tight, bass-prodded fiink track, from which portion of the song the familiar sample was laken. Overall, this is the perfect primer for anyone thinking of buying any ofthe upcoming slate of Sifire reissues planned by EMI. 
50 MUS1CWEEK 20,0506 

FRONTLINE RELEASES OANCE □ AMMONCONTACT WIIU VOICES Niiis Tnw I» ZENDCD125) □ BACKLASH, THE SERIAL CLEASER Suprèe (» SURPRISE 31») 
□BSEAKAGETHIS TOO SHAU.RASS Bassbin (» BB» 2) □ CAUmat, ANDV UNMRSAt imm Dm (» OM 216) □ HEUESTAft HAHS KOBE LIVE HOUSE Accrf Sens {» AlP 038») 

IYEARS OF PROHIBITED PrehiWed (CD PRO 030CD) 

□KID 606 PRETTY GIRtS MARE RAVES %ï Fnendly{»VF 032») □ umis uives stage invaoer BMftd (» bfd 020») Q MAYFTEII), CURTIS VERY BEST 0F Snapper (» SSAD 552C0) Q MOCKY NAVY BROWS EYES Fine ÏO 82876812751) □ OfOWA 1NNER TWIST TO) (CO UM) 076) □ VARIOOS GOA2006VOL2 YSE(»YSE 1WCD) □VARIOOS FRAGILE UFECw    

□TENDER IRAf 6 BIUIOS PEDPtE Wm P® (» FP0P 63») □ VARIOOS GIVEUM THE BO 
□mvn cor twrteen rreto tco fireco 035 □WEST, LESUE BLUE ME Mascol ICO PRD 71912) 
ROOTS □ ADMIRAI BAILEY BEST OF Supef Ftover (» SP» ^ 
□ HAVOAMAKY UKRAINE CALLING fctblok (CD E8M 0051 □ LOVE 0R0CER ACS0SS THE VAUEY Univral Egg (CD WWCD M2) «gueuse □ T0LCHA GESTALT Meta Pdyp (CD MP W) OMitem» □ VARIOOS BALKANBEATS EastbfaK (CD EBM 003) ■raitto Q VARIOOS BACK IN BRA2II Ettier (» ETHCD 0101 

tonce SOUNDTRACK 

N0 Nagel Heyer (» NH» 2067) 

□ BOZOUCa CARLA EVANGEL1STA Cm 
□ HEBDEN, KIERAN, i STEVE RHO THE EXCHANGE SESSION VOL 2 Don 
□NATIONAL FOREST ONE MILLION Fa» 4 Hope (CD FH 060») 
□SINNER DC M0UNT AGE AI (CD AI 016») 

URBAN □BOft HIKE DONULL DRONE COMMIriEE Alpla Pnp (CD APR 010») □ K00L KEim C0LLABS TAPE CaJdng «nyl (» CSC 7) □ PEANOT BUTTER WOlf BASS TOUR CAR STREETS Stones Tlmw (CD PBW 001CDI □ Q-BERT 6REAKTI0NARY PART 4 Dirt (LP BREAK 004LP) □SUBIU WISHINGBONE LK (» LEX 037CO) □VARIOOS GOGIRLS Snapper (» SNAP 268C0I 
CATALOGUE & REISSUES □ AALIYAH AAOYAH Snappei (CD SPCD190) QADMIRAL TIBET RUNNING FROM REAUTY Super FW/tr (CD SPCD 13) □ ASTRID WILUAMSON BOY FOR YOO One Utile Indien (» TPLP MCD) □ASIR1D WILUAMSON ASTRID One Utile Won (CD TPLP 664C0I 
□ BUND BOYS 0F A1ABAMA,THE œiLECnON 1948-51 Acratat (» ACMCD 4204) 
□BOSTIC, EARl lits BAIL T0NIGHT OBiy Red (CD CRREV163) □BOYZ n HEN TBROWBACK Snapper (CD SOPCD 201) □ BRITT, TINA BLUE ALL THE WAY EVue    

■ UJNHC ».VMENTS OF THE INN1 
□ VARIOOS THE BANDS 06 EMlACrgin ICD VIDCD 675) □ VARIOOS THE P1GS BIG 78S TRIK0NT (CD US 0350) □ VARIOOS CAFE SPUTN1K EastbW (CD EBM 004) □ VARIOOS cane VroMAH Angel (CD CDANGE 05) HZER0 7IHE GARDEN Allanlic (» 5101128572) 
ROCK □ a UICIFERS IN M NAME 0F JMI (CD JMI30303CD) □ 3 COLOURS RED NUCLEAS H0UDAY S □SVAlVECANALBUMONECannedtCt  □ AGCROLITES AGGR0LITES Epilaph (» 484) 

iAuntaKCD) CAUDWAY, CAB HIDEH0 MAN Cherry ®» CRRI  ( SWITCHEO ON BACH Easl Side Digilal (CD VP 393CD) 

SHX/P Easyllstening 

EARTH PENTASIAR Sub Pop OP SP 361) EARTHPHASE3SubPop(LPSP292) EARTH EARTH 2 Sub Pop (CD SP 1851 

□ DANIELSON SHIPS Secretly Canadan (CD SC103) □ DANNY OKEEFE SO LONG HARRY TRUMAN Womded Bid (» WOU 8125) ■ DEFIEPPARD YEAH Memiryl» 9858285) □DELAWAREIBSTWTHE INNOCENCE OF BEAUTY Slrange Ways (CD IND 60652) □EHSLAVED RUUN Tabul» TAB0022») □ESCOVRDO, ALEJANDRO THE BOXING MIRROR EMI (» 3509652) □ FEVER IN THE CITY OF SLEEP Kemado (CD KEM 036) □ CHOSTY CROW OP OR SLEEP IM Eroton Hase KO BKH» 010) □ GROONDATION 006 WARS NOCTURNE (CD 01» 999) □ HAMSTER THEATRE PUBLIC EXECUTION OF MISIER Cuneitom (CD RUNE 226) □ HAR1EM RIVER DRIVE HARLEM RIVER DRIVE EMI (CD 3339862) "— - -f-—  itabamm □ ISIS SGNL 05 fiairot (CD NR 012) □JOUES HAlRCUTAFrERDARKMVSWEETHomesleep (CD REC 2040) □ KEEP Of KA1ESSIN ARMADA Tafcu (CD TABU 019CD) □ KNOT ALTER Hydra Hoad (CD HH 666881 □LANTIRHA DESERT OCEAN Badman (» JMD 946) □UNERPROPER TUNNEL VISION SugarShad KO SOT 006») □ UJJO BAZAR SAVANT Indepcndcnl (CD WAHCO 002) □ UASTERSTROKE APOCALYPSE JMT1» JMI 30)05») O MAIMOS THE ROSE HAS TEETH IN THE MÛUTH OF THE BEASI Malador □ ME (ACAIN5T THE WORID) 1 DSI CaOït (CD CSK 082CD) □HEDICINE HAT FROM NOWHERE TO HERE Halo (CD HAID» 08) □ FflSERYlND" -•   

ELECTRIC WIZARD LEI05 PRAY Rise Alxw (CD RISE» 074) EUCIRIC WIZARD WE LIVE Rise Above (CD RISE» 075) " "-NTS MEMORY SONGS FROM M1DN1GHT COWBOYCbeey Red (CD CDIEM 86) 3N TARE & PAIMER IN IHE HOI SEAT Sanctoy (» SMRCO 3421 3NLAKE&PALMER THE AND NOW Sancbiary (CDSMDD0343) ; THE FATE THERES NO SYMRATHY FOR THE OEAO Epilapli (CD 68012) FAUDOT BOY MAXIMUM FALLOUT BOY Chrome Drei   
IA CERTAIN SM1LEA CERTAIN SAONESS Cherry Red (CD CRREV 161) Y[TSTD0tATEBG0(CDBG0» 546) GONZALEZ, ROBIN CUBAN LEGENDS Union Sgoare (ON DDMANT 004) 0000 RIDDANCE COVER UPS RODE (CD NHN 007) CREEN, PETER BEST OF Snapper (CD SDPCD 200) ORIFFIN BROTHERS BLUES WITH A BEAT Arrnh.it (CD ACRCD 209) HART, RODDY BOOKMARKS Wrtical (» VERTCD 078) HIPPY BOYS REGGAE WITH IHL Sanclnaiï (CO TJDCD 319) 

HYIAND, BRIAN BASHFUL BIÛNÔ BGO (CD BGOCD 607) HYPO PSYCHO SOMEOAY SOHEDAY Snapper (CO SMACO 8911 JORGE, SEO CRU Befea (» BZACD 0040) UNO. FREDDIE LARGER THAN UFE BGO (CD BGOCD 5931 sl<a 0f m "wer KO NHCD 20641 l!0VAL l:0l,8r 0F ™ B«KEEYChen, Red (CO ACMEM 74CO) Sïc™ MELISSA H°ME 10 W™ic<l ^lcD 'iOO') MANCHESTER, MEUSSA HEY RICKV Wiunded Bird (CD W00 9574) 
isssïsriïsssa—•» 
SSïïSSSEÏLSri—- SS, 6ETTER 0AYS WD ENWNGS Wonnded Bird 



Albums listed this week; 250 Yeartodate: 4,789 Singles listed this week: 131 
Yeartodate; 2,418 C y New releases information can be faxed to Owen U X on (020) 79218327 or e-mailed to owGn@musicv Records released 22.05.06 
riMANDEU, HOVVIE FUS UKE A GLOW Wounded Bird (CD WOU 5427) MmCCIIAE. CWEN UVE IN ms NOCTURNE (CD HF00012) nMCGRIFF, JIMMY THE BEST OF THE SUE YEARS Blue" "     " H..^ciicpov .iflHN TRIPSWITGH Vertical (CD VERTCD i 

nOZRIC TENTACUS ETERNAL WHEEL Snapper (CD SOPCO1 bî SOUTHERN EXPOSURE Minor Music (CD MM 801033) □ PEU.OAVEVAH.'; □ PORTUONDO, OMARA CUBAN LEGENDS Unon Square (DN ODMANT 003) H PROTHEROE, BRIAN PINBALL AND OTHER STDRIES EMI (CD 3607182) □ RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS MAXIMUM CHILI PEPPERS Chrome Dreams (CD ABCD 
RSorSO EARLY IN THE SPR1NG Sanctuary (CD CMRCO1278) □SATURNUS VERONIKA DECIDES TO OIE fueb® (CD F1REC0 033)   □SCOH, JACK SPIRIT MOVES ME BGO (CD BGOCD 639) 

□SPEAR OF DESTINY L1VE AT THEFORUM Easlertone (CD ESRC 019) □SPEAR OF DESTINY ELEPHANT DAZE Easlertone (CD ESRC 008) □ STORM STORM Days Of Glory (CD CANDY 015) 

3 VARIOUS COOL ROCK STEADY Super Power (CO TWCO15) □ VARIOUS GREAT WAR THEMES Bandteader (CO BB 030) □VARIOUS BOB DYLANS JUKEBOX Chrome Dreams (CD COCO SOU) □VARIOUS POP PUNK LOVES YOU VOL 1 RUDE (CD WR10) □VARIOUS POP PUNK LOVES YOU VOL 2 RUDE (CO WR OU) 

la/z (CO SJRCD129 LP SJRLP129) 

□ WE ARE SCIENTISTS WITH LOVE AND SQUALOR Virgin (LP V1R 011586) □ WEAVERS, THE UVE AT CARNEGIE HALL Cherry Red (CO CRREV165) □ WESTBROOK. KATE THE N1JINSKA CHAMBER VWceprinl (CD VP 383CD) □ZSK WE ARE THE KIDS Bfccore (CD BC1755) 
MUSIC DVD POP/ROCK □ UO ZEPPELIN "ILSIC IMÎEVim 

Singles U-MONKSOl! SugarBelly [12'SBR 

OD-SSW 4 HUNTEMANN BEO PATCHES Shal QDEC10RCI0 KIRK cTAIfiV aVCSEM r r 
□ OJ BOOSTER ATRACKTIOS Aajli OT AZNY 230) □ DJ WICKAMAN SAliARICA OaHEisli lir SPIOER 007) □ ESKMAN BOll SLOW Singo Beats 02' BINGO MA) □ETHOS VS AMS PUUPIT UP Future Dara OT FD 0121 □FISQtEIlSPOONERWE NEED A WAR Intematinial DJ Olgolo (12" GIGOLO 1B) □CERBER. 01IY IRIS IS BALAGAN Snpptemenl Fads 02" SF 001) 

Ut" SAY THE WORD Tintai (12" TINT 1(K DHORIEY, STEVE "SIL   □Klirai, WIlilE BROTHERS GONNA WORK II DUT Untedog (IT UDEI007) □ IMPACT 4 RESIST LOOK AT ME KNOW Dnslt TU Daïm 112'HCC OU) 
□KANE.IIOM REVOLUTION Ran. .. □KINC ROC THE IIP Lu-e Minus Zéro OZ" LMZ 002) □ KRAFTY KUTS 4 TIM DELUXE BASS PHENOMENON Againsl Tle Grain (ir ATG Oit) □KYAU VS ALBERT KIKSU Anjunabeals 02" ANJ 061) 

OTHER ■Schneider™ pac man/shopping GSRTCiiySiangFrsLANGSoaouT) □ SEELAND CR1MS0N EP Oieftaiic Saper 45s LIZ" DS 4540) 

□ DOLOROSO HICH HUES IN MIDDIE MANAGEMENT Trial 4 Emr ICO TNt0050!) ■ FEEUNG THE FILL MY UTTLE WORLD [sland (CD MCSTD 40164) ■ HARCOURT, EO VISU FROM THE DEAD DOC Hej.wi)' (CD HVN157) ■JOHNSON, JACK UPSIDE1»™ Broshlire/lsland (CD 9853851 □ LITTIE MAN TAn WHAT VtKJ GDF V2 ICO WR 50405531 □MIDLAKE YOUNG BRIOE Bella Uirài ICO BELLACD UBl □ NOUVELLE VAGUE EP! Peacefrwj 00" PfG 081) □ NOUVELLE VACUE EP2 Peacelrog 00* PfG 082 

□1EW1S, DANHY J BAUJSUCA DefecteU 02* DFTD127) □UFEPROJECT RANOOM CHANCE Ekdrix OT EIRX 028) □ UAR, ANDERS LUDV7IJKA Mrrok (12* MERCKLW) □Locomcr - ' 
OMACrr 4 M0USE CHERRY PIE ReU Ant (12* RAR 057) 
□MllUMETRIC ENGRENAGE EP Proper Proud (12* PPRDUD 0031 □MISTRESS BARBARA COME WITH ME llurnemaE* OEIT 0181 □mOLDAN, OLIVER GET HIGH Blae* Cliro 
OMYLO muscle CAR IOCAD1SCO MIX Bteaslled (12* TOCA 002) "*" IRA NOISE POILUTION Muslel (7* MSI _ —0N2 BURNIN CR2 OT IZCX 024) □PERRI. STIVEN 4 ZAMAU BRASS FLOOR EP Kudos 02* PULVER 0311 □PEIROLHEADZ IM C61L1UG Daslr Tî Dawn (12* DID 003) □ OUEST 4 ODESSIWHATEVER Allfc Bug 02* ABR 0081 )D0CB0G0D0Veg3(12'VEGA30) 
□ SHAPIRO, SAIIYIU uu o r USIERRA_SflM SON OF THE KN1GHT Surprise 02* SUR. ... □SIFFRE LABI1GOHHE EMI Catalogue (7* SS 2232) 
    ALEX NEVER WANT TO SEE YOU AGAIN Sonu (12* SOMA197 DN SOMA1970) JSNAX4 LANEQ FILL ME UP EP Gel Plusical (12* GPM 043) CENTRAL INTENCFTYSoul HtMn (12* SHR 004) 

□ CEKTRO MACTC TRIGGERS AND TRASH HEAPS CMUing Vn)UCO FRVCO 267) □ DUNCEN FESTIVAL Memplis Industries (T M) 060S) □ FUZZTONES, IHE BAD NEWS IRAVE1S FASI Mansler (T HR 7199) 
□ HT PARADE, THE MY SIUPIO BANO JSH (7* JSH 9) □ JACK AOAPTOR VVHO CAN SKOUT THE LOUDEST Sdnitae) (7* SRSN1251 □HUTTS, THE 1 US WE YOU Fa) Cal (CO COFAT 054) 

URBAN □ BARONSAMEL. _ □ FOC 10ST LEADER EP Ux 00* LEX 037EPI □ JURASSIC S THE INFLUENCE Dp Aboie 02* UA 3117) □KRS ONE MY UFE AntagonisteÀFFT 41671 
aSMOOTH. CL AMERICAN MEI ■ SWAY PRODUCTS Al 01* ICO ACM 0020CDS) □WATlSi CONRAD UFETIME SFOSOT SFOB 015) 

Jackie Wilson The Chicago Soul Of Jackie Wilson (Edsel MEDCD 770) The third mid- priced double- 
EdseTs ongoing sériés of Jackie Wilson releases concentrâtes on his most soulful era, which was recorded between 1966 and 1975, when his career was ended by a heart attack and left him unconscious until his death more than eight years later. Among the 40 songs here are the hits (Ybur Love Kceps Lifting Me) Higher And Higher and the sublime I Get The Sweetest Feeling, as well as some superb material penned by Chi-Lites leader Eugene Record and soul legend Sam Dees. There's even an unexpected cover ofThe Doors' Light My Pire, which shows a flair for interprétation missing from a lackluslre remake ofThe Suprêmes' You Keep Me Hangin' On. Most of the rest, thankfully, is top notch. 

Don & The Goodtimes So Good (Rev-Ola CRREV 142) Rocketingto famé when Il selected as the housebandfor legendary DJ Dick Clark's Where The Action Is TV show in 1967, Don &The Goodtimes never really reaped the rewards and split up a year later, having placed just two singles in the bottom half of Billboards Hot 100. However, they are fondly remembered by many and this compilation brings together their only album and eight other tracks that appeared only on singles. A pleasing hybrid between sunshine pop and garage rock, they had an excellent songwriter in their ranks in bassist Ronald Overman, whose whimsical I Could Never Be and softly psychedelic Music Box are among the best tracks here. 
Carolyn Franklin Sister Sou[(Kent CDKEND 265) Overshadowed by sister Aretha, Carolyn Franklin nevertheless had a distinctive and soulful style of her own and was signed to RCA Victor, recording four albums without a great deal of success between 1969 and 1976, from which this compilation is drawn Franklin's fiery vocals, with distinctive gospel undertones, worked best on melodramatic ballads, like Ail I Want To Be Is Your Woman and an impassioned You Are Evervthing, performed with a grèat deal more feeling than the pedestrian Marvin Gaye and Diana Ross. Carolyn was also a gifted songwriter and the self- penned As Long As You Are There, with its heartfelt spoken intro, is one of the best tracks on this fine album. 
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Singles 

Gnarls Barkley hold on for a seventh week at 
number one, despite a strong challenge from 
IL Cool J featuring Jennifer Lopez. The Pet 
Shop Boys début highest at eight 
EEI 

sTirn 

THE BLACK EYEDPEAS UViP IT !3 I BEATFREAKZ SOMEBODyS WATCHING ME ] RED HQT CHILI PEPPERS DAN L! i ,1 9 j THE KOOKS NAÏVE i jSEAN PAUL TEMPERATURE 

i | CORINNE BAJLEY RAE PUT YOUR RE( 
7) THE BLACK EYED PEAS MY HUMPS 31 DHT FEAT. EMDEE L1STEN TO YOUR HEART 

18, n | PINKSTUP1DGIRLS 

u 2 3 GNARLS BARKLEY CRAZY-SINGLE VERSION RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS DANICAUFORNIA (ALBUM VERSION wan» 
100 a COOL J FEAT. JENNIFER LOPEZ CONTROL MYSELF 

6'33 THE RACONTEURS STEADY, AS SHE GOES w* INFERNAL FROM PARIS TO BERLIN Un»ssi 8:9 DIRTY PRETTY THINGS BANG 6ANG YOU'RE DEAD u,™^ 
10 •, n IJ MARY JBUGI&U2 0!iE towv* 
12 s 13' il THE KOOKS NAÏVE m 
14 35 THE PUSSYCAT DOUS FEAT. W1LLI.AM BEEP ««.sa 
16 KEUY CLARKSON BECAUSE OF YOD SojEUC 
18 w 19 17 " 20 13 

SHAYNEWARD NO PROMISES s^euo 
rPINKSTUPIDGIRlS Sm/euc 

In tJie grand tradition of catchy soncjs by 

hurry to départ the top fîve, and actuàiiy rallies 

Paw Ligcnnann 

The Officiai UK 

2 il LU OUUL ■ ^ Wtewsw,», 
3 4 5 (INFERNAIFROM PARIS TO BERLIN 
4 3 BEATFREAKZ SOMEBODY'S WATCHING ME 
5 3 RIHANNA SOS 
6 2 RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS DANI CALIFORNIA 
7 P s [SHAYNE^^RDJO^^JSES 

EU W PET SHOP BOYS TM WITH STUPID ... 
9 ' CHICANE FEAT. TOM JONES STONED IN LOVE . .. . | 
10 H THE KOOKS NAÏVE 
11 o THEJRApNTEURS STEADY, AS SHE GOES 
12 TO SNOWPATROL YOU'RE AIL I HAVE 
13 â w DAZ SAIMPSON TEENAGE LIFE 
14 « DIRTY PRETTY THINGS BANG BANG YOU'RE DEAD 
15 MARY J BUGE & U2 ONE 
16 « WILL YOUNG WHO AMI 
17 M BOY KILL BOY SUZIE {CwriTekl) Sony ATV (Boy Kitl Boy) Vcrtigo 9856256(11) 18 CHRISTINA MILIAN/YOUNG JEEZYSAYIo 
19 .8 5 FALL OUT BOY DANCE, DANCE 
20 MICHAEL JACKSON INTHECLOSET (RTcy/Jackscn) WamerOuppdl/Zcmba Uackson/Ri'ey) Epc 82876773342 (ARV) 21 S 4 CHRIS BROWN YO! (EXCUSE ME MISS) (Haro/Davis) Dirty Dre/Unhwsal/UI Vidal (Harris/Davis/Austin) Jve 82376832192 (Impat) 22 THE UPPER ROOM BLACK AND WHITE 
23 BUSTA RHYMES TOUCHIT© ISwin Buta) ZantaTO (Bjiwte/De Homen dnslo) Msw 11), ' 24 10 10 THE BLACK EYED PEASPUMPIT . J, L l . 1 . . i. , ; 25 17 11 ORSON NOTOMORROW 
26 24 8 SIGUR ROS HOPPIPOLLA (&gur ÎWIlponusl Unimal (S^jur Rcl EMICCE«6Z3ffl 27 20 9 NE-YOSOSICK 
28 y orsonJrightidÈÀo 
29 25 COMNNÈ AY RAE PUT YOUR RECORDS ON 
30 30 2 T-PAIN f m SPRUNG (T-Pan) toppir Pub (Hajm) 31 12 2 FEEDER LOST & FOUND (NidiolayS'me) Chrysalis (Nicholas) £cho£CSCXJ&4(0 32 27 U PUSSYCAT DOLLS FEAT. WILLI.AM BEEP (wiHi f") 8ucte/Calalyst/Cl»nv Une/EMI (Adam/DI-jGuardi/lvmo) pjjj, 0352300 (U) 33 21 2 WE AJ| SCÎENTIST^NOBODY MOVE NOBODY GET HURT 
34 33 " SIMWE V GMOÔVEFINDER AINT GOT NO - l'VE GOT LJF|. 
35 À ¥ DELAYS HIDEAWAY IMCTlZmtolC'btill  Rart.IrjdeRIIMIISaK336il1 36 28 9 PINK STUPID G1RLS 
37 

^8" T 
Sff^US,DJsl:o™T~sBEnÊRiFvoyoo . 
SEAN PAUL TEMPERATURE 

BANGBANGYWREDEADM 6UnrSB£TTERIF\X)U0037 ELYSIUM (I GO CRAZY) 62 
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Singles Chart 
Top 01 The Pops and Radio One 

'ÊM 39 GRAHAM COXON YOU & 1  ■ — 
40 HOT CHIP BOY FROM SCHOOL n 

41 THE BEAUTIFUL SOUTH MANCHESTER Stanley) CC (Heaton/Rothory) Son- M ■ c flWWmi V fACM 42 35 17 NOTOMpyS EDGE/AVERY STORM^IttSTY GIRL 
43 29 5 JAMIE FOXX FEAT. LUDACRIS UNPREDICTABLE Jonsn/Biq 0411(1 UmoMlTOMI/Mteil (UKStWfa/BiWBndoKl , ,»ivi 44 36 12 MADONNA SORRY 
45 32 6 IRINAFLAI KELLY ROWLAND HERE WE GO Uonsm) EMI/Ras H T^/Sluc Up/BlackBoy (Mmes/Scipra/Schcf fér/Baker ) Allanlic AT0238CD fTEW 

Kl 6. 18 JOSE GONZALEZ HEART8EATS 
47 STARSAILORKEEP US TOGETHER 
48 SUNBLOCK FIRST TIME O Suiblock) EMI (AnUxmy/Bc/WSpencfr) Maràfesto (U) 49 50 24 KELLY CLARKSON BECAUSE OF YOU 
50 37 14 MECK FEAT. LEO SAYER THUNDER IN MY HEART AGAIN 
51 97 10 KANYE WEST FEAT. LUPE FIASCO TOUCH THE SKY Just Biarc) tMl/Wamer-ChappeU/NQC (WeilTSmltli/Jaco/f/ayfiekf) Roc-Afela 9852115 (U) 52 43 BEVERLEY KNIGHT PIECE OF MY HEART (Hognlh) WanvrOtUHJeil/Bonls/RqqoKqyScny A1V (Beir.vRqqtr.^i) Plrijcte 0026681ID 53 48 i THE FEELING SEWN 
54 3, 3 EMBRACE NATURES LAW , ^ 
55 45 10 JOEY NEGRO MAKE A MOVE ON ME 
56 À f IMOGEN HEAP GOODNIGHT AND GO 
57 DEEP DISH FEAT. STEVIE NICKS DREAMS 
58 33 14 FALL OUT BOY SUGAR, WE'RE GOIN' DOWN (Avion) Sony ATV (Wentz/Slump) Mercury 9850371(0) 59 56 14 THE SOURCE FEAT. CANDI STATON YOU GOT THE LOVE 
60 49 A DAMIAN "JR GONG" MARLEY BEAUTIFUL IMaifev/tovonl Mdih/ffiS/HMUUimqd (Itofcï/MJilafftbuaMroi/n) M Gonq MCSIMMSZIU) 61 26 7 GOLDFRAPP FLY ME AWAY IGcaffaKi/GnqavlWCtGqWiraHVCreqwï] MuteLCDMUTUÉKu 62 42 3 ULTRABEAT VS SCOTT BROWN ELYSIUM (I GO CRAZY) AJi i,t.r i Tht IVoiU CDOMElSa lAMOUI 63 44 3 THE ZUTONSWHYWONT YOU GIVE ME YOUR LOVE m-N nu mt ***> *»»> * • : I:ilCI1*'" * «w 64 41 A SOUNDBWOY ENT NEVER WANNA SAY r (Soundbvroy) Soundbwoy/Global Ta^-nVCC aogan/Dyef/PetefiTayla) Smoow Sv00Vt05CDS (U) 65 34 7 CAPTAIN BROKE (Hom) BMG (Flyna'AlhamioWCaptain) tMI wtMûoy (t t 66 5, 34 KANYE WEST FEAT. JAMIE FOXX GOLD DIGGER (WeslyBrion) W-imer-OuppeU/EMI (VVêStyClurl«/R<Kird) KOC-A-reu /www lui 67 55 10 SUGABABES RED DRESS i ,liii|CtST,.(in 
68 63 27 MADONNA      VM;r .mmm 69 54 10 JAMES BLUNTWISEMEN   
70 51 4 BLAZE FEAT. BARBARA TUCKER MOST PRECIOUS 

~n SANTANA FEAT. SEAN PAUL & JOSS CRY BABY UKY 
72 22 7 MICHAEL JACKSON REMEMBER THE TIME . , 
73 46 A RICHARD ASHCROFI i 
74 58 7 THE STREETS WHEN YOU WASN' 1 FAMOUS br9mJ2m<rm 
75 62 21 SHAYNE WARD'rHAT'S MY GOAL®   

îj . ♦50% B Kighnt Hfw Entiy ©Pljlimn 1600.000) O&kwiaM.OOOl ■ KqtelCM» ®lkMI40aOOOI 

more than 20 years, The Pet Shop Boys début at number eight on sales of 14,285 

CNARLS BARKLEY CRAZY 
INFERNAL FROM PARIS 10 BERLIN BEATFREAK2 SOMEBODVS WATCHING ME 
SHAYNE WARP NO PROMISES PET SHOP BOYS fMWITHSTUPlD CHICANE FEAT TOM JONES STONED IN LOVE 
WILLYOUNGWHO AMI SNOW PATROLYOU RE ALL1 HAVE CORINNE BAILEY RAE PUT YOUR RECORDS ON ORSON NO TOMORROW MARY JBUGE&U2 ONE THE RACONTEURS STEADY AS SHE GOES 
PAZ SAMPSONTEENAGE LIFE 
PIRTY PRETTY THINGS BANG BANG YOU'RE DEAD KELLY CLARKSON BECAUSE OF YOU JAMES BLUNTWISEMEN THE BLACK EYEPPEASPUMP1T 
BOYKILLBOYSUZIE 
JACK JOHNSON BETTER TOGETHER 
MECK FEAT. LEO SAYER THUNDER IN MY HEART AGAIN 
FALL PUT BOY DANCE DANCE 
PUSSYCAT POLLS FEAT. WILLLAM. BEEP THE UPPER ROOM BLACK AND WHITE T-PAIN l'M SPRUNG MAPONNASORRY SUGABABES RED PRESS SIGUR ROS H0PP1P0LLA FEEPER LOST AND FOUND 

I | GNARLS BARKIEY CRAZY 
' | BEflTFREflKZ SOMffiODV 5 WATCHING ME . | INFERNAL FROM PARIS TO BERLIN 

» | BED HOT CHILI PEPPERS DAN1 CflUFORNIA ) Q DM SAMPSOS TEENAGE Ulf~ 0 jâgj MICHflEL JACKSON IN THF CL05ET " 6 | CHICANE FEAT. TOM JONES STONED IN 10V£ 12[Wi BOY KIU BOY SU71E )M BLACK AND WHITE 
1 | WILLYOUNGWHO AMI 16] 10 | THE RACONTEURS Si EADY. AS SHE C.OFS 
H CHRIS BROWN YO (F> 

M ÇM BEAUTIFUL SOUTH MANCHESTER 0 SIGUR RÔS HQPP1PÛLLA 

25, is j NE-YOSOSÎCK " THE KOOKS NAÏVE FALL OUT BOY DANCE. DANCE 
GS BANG BANG VOUHE DEAD 

AH the sales and airplay cliarts published in Music Week are aiso available online every Sunday evening at www.nuisicweek.com 



Albums 

Red Hot Chili Peppers début at number one, 
knocking Snow Patrol down to two. Dirty 
Pretty Things enter at number three, while 
Hayley Westenra climbs 18 places to 20 
gjjjgjjjgjjjj 

The Officiai UK 

// GNARLS BARKLEY ST ELSEWHERE 

SHAYNE WARD SHAYNE WARD ® SEXPISTOLSIHE REWRCCX fROUSVk I I 
Red Hot Chili BAILEY RAE® 

KEEP ON ® t 

PEARLJAM 
FROMUNDER THE CORK TREE® 
DISCOAFEVERYOUCANTSWEATOU s; 

Œd 
-e" ALLTH 

ODYSSEY 
WHATEVER PEOPLE SAYIAM... ® 

•AYS 
THE HARDES1 WAY TO MAKE AN EAS^^ 

S 

DAYS ® s © 2 
HE LONG 

ON ANCfON 

a BACK TO BEDLAM ÏH 



Albums Chart 

/ // 't # 39 36 49 COLUHLAY X&Y (s) ? © « 
40 « 43 RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS GREATES"! HITS ® 2 ' 3j" 
41 37 22 MARY JBLlUhl HE BREAK IHRUUGH® 
42 .6 19 IAKt IHA1 NEvER FURGEI - 1 HE ULI1MATE COLLECTION ©i 
43 34 17 QUEEN L1VL Al WbMBLEY STADIUM '86 PjrkjpiWK 5910922(0 44 47 3 NERINA PALLOT FIRES TiiTo 5101132862 (P) 45 35 EMBRACE THIS NEW DAY ® 1^,^.146..^ mm 46 39 JACK JOHNSON BRUSHFIRE FAIRYTALES ® Urawnal AA122860W2 (U1 47 43 42 ROBBIE WILLIAMS GREATEST HITS ® 6 © 5 Oi^is 666819210 48 41 68 <T TUNSTALL EYE TO THE TELESCOPE ® 5 ® 1 Rckntes C0REL06 (0 49 50 81 SNOW PATROL FINAL STRAW ® 4 ® 1 
50 @ TOM JONES GREATEST HITS® Uniwrsal TV 8828632 TU) 51 / ' SCOHWALKER THE DRIFT WaDca/Walîh 4AD CAD2603CD1V/THQ 52 64 13, WE ARE SCIENTISTS WITH LOVE AND SQUALOR ® Viivm C0VUS270 (0 53 29 3 TAKING BACK SUNDAY LOUDER NOW Vokniw Wamcr B-olners 9362494242 (TEN) 54 © 3 VITTORIO GRIGOLO IN THE HANDS OF LOVE ® (*.9874521011 55 0 n JACK JOHNSON CURIOUS GEORGE (OST) ® BmhWlsW 9850967011 56 « 26 MADONNA CONFESSIONS ON A DANCE FLOOR ® 3 Mjdûniu/Price/Ahmadzai/B'oodshy & Avant Vjmer Bf Tlï19362494602 (TtH) 57 56 36 FLBETWOOD MAC THE VERY BEST OF ® 2 . . |r 
58 48 33 PUSSYCATD0LLSPCD®2©, AÎM 9885657(1» 59 459 QUEEN GREATEST HITS ®u RrtçtosCDP 789504210 60 68 33 KATIE MELUA PIECE BY PIECE ® 4 ® 1 OnfiutkDDRAMCD0007(P) 61 61 224 MADONNA THE IMMACULATE COLLECTION ® « Srt75992M4û2(TD0 62 M HARD-FI IN OPERATION 
63 62 62 ItAISER CHIEFS EMPLOYMENT ® 5 ©. 
64 31 37 KANYEWEST LATE REGISTRATION ® 2 to««S282M 
65 45 3 WOLFMOTHER WOLFMOTHER 
66 63 48 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN GREATEST HITS ® 2 riiiiiniiiîTii—n-n 
67 Â w CHRISTINA MILIAN SO AMAZIN'  — — 68 52 44 HARD-FI STARS OF CCTV ® 2 
69 58 47 DAVID BOWIEBEST 0FB0W1E ® ® 1 M 70 W MOBB DEEP BLOOD MONEY 
71 69 30 SUGABABES TALLER IN MORE WAYS ® 2 ® 1 
72 54 5 MORRISSEY RINGLEADER OF THE TORMENTORS ® 
73 OCEAN COLOUR SCENE LIVE ACOUS110 Al 1 Ht JAM HOUSE^^ 
74 117 THE VERVE URBAN HYMNS ® » 
75 4, 10 ANDREA BOCELLIAMORE® ^587602.0» 

■ Si«, ■ HighestNewEnt ©PUhraimUOOOOO) ® SiIvef(6Q000) .50* ■ Higtet Climbff 0 Goîd (lOO.OOOJ ® IfPl P^inum turopo dm Europcan Sales) 
iCOll RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS 140 SIGURR0S35 ïîïSIa RICHARD ASHTROFrîa Sî.ff.V FAIRa 2 49 TriF.ZUTONSIS wSl2 SUWBABES71 TOM JONES M SCOTT wSlîtR^ 17 JAWttfWœ SUNDAY 53 vrnOH10GfiiûOt054 SCOTT WAUCfB & WAIKEP SKEYSPEASTB EsET 

oms, SSoto msSu &onratfi 

fortnight whilo Put Your Records On dips 25-29 

4339. Despite Tilt's Ingher chart placing, its hrst- 
just 3.006, audit 
just D,285 copies. The Drift débuts 38_years 

^Twg-plnyer. 

Qo THE DELAYS HIDEAWAY i\. THE RACONTEURS STEADY, ASSHEGOES aorao 3 © DJ FRESH FEAT. MARY NERVOUS (teiiBi to WK 4 2 iFORWARD,RUSSIA!NINE ' ai»m, 5 3 BLAZE FEAT. BARBARA TUCKER MOST PRECIOUS LOVE Maso cm» 6 } 6 EMBRACE NATURES LAW ■ C.tnd 7© ONE HIT WONDERS GRACE OFGOD C avc, 8 8 TIGA (FAR FROM) HOME 9 O FRANZ FERDINAND THE FALLEN ^«oOiiKi 10 14 SANDYBMAKE THE WORLD GO ROUND chrwiP) 

ARCTIC MONKEYS \WATEVER PEOPLF. SAY1 MA THATS WHATIM NQT 
SCOnWALKER THE DRIFT HOWUNG BELLS HOWUNG BELLS EMBRACE TtilS NEW DAY THURSDAY A CITY BY THE UGHT DIVIDED MORRISSEY RINGLEADER OF THE TORMENTORS 
GOTAN PROJECT LUNAT1C0 THE CHARLATANS SIN 

: RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS STAD1UM ARCAOIUM TDOL 10,000 PAYS PEARL JAM PEARL JAM WOlfMOTHER WOLFMOTHER TAKING BACK SUNDAY LOUDER NOW GREEN DAY AMERICAN IDIOT THURSDAY A CITY BY THE UGHT DIVIDED EVANESCENCEFALLEN KORHUVE&RARE MINISTRY RIO GRANDE BLOOD 

l NINA SIMONE THE VERY BEST OF 2 | 2 NORAH JONES FEELSUKE HOME 
i RAY CHARLES THE VERY BEST OF 

NORAH JONES COME AWAY WITH ME 
Ql CHRIS REABLUEGU1TARS 
10 SADE THE BEST OF 

HAYLEY WESTENRA ODVSSEY RUSSELL WATSON THE VOICE-THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION THE SIXTEEN/CHR1ST0PHERS IKt KATHERINE JENKINS LIV1NG A DREAM ANDREA BOCELU ARIA - THE OPERA ALBUM KATHERINE JENKINS SECOND NATURE KARL JENKINS THE ARMED MAN - A MASS FOR PEAGE 
@ ROLANDO VILLAZON OPERA RECITAL 

For fùjl specialist chart listings, visit www.musicweek.cora 
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